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during a transition period, bott1 NTSC and DTV service will be simultaneously broadcast on 
different channels J11d DTV cc1n 011ly use the taboo channels. This approacl1 allows a smooth 
transition to DTV, suct1 that the services of tl1e existing NTSC receivers will remain and gradually 
be phased out of existe11ce i,1 the year 2006. The si,nulcasting requirernent causes some tccl1nical 
difficulties in DTV desig11. First, tl1e l1igl1-quality HDTV prog,ram must be ·delivered in a 6-MHz 
cl1annel to n1ake efficje,1t use of spectrurr1 and to fit allocation plans for the spectrt.1n1 assigned to 
television broadcasti 11g. Seco11d, a low-power and low-interference signal must be used so that 
si1nulcasti11g i11 tl1e sa111e frequency allocations as current NTSC service does not c·ause excessive 
interferen ce witl1 the existing NTSC receiving, since the taboo channels are generally unsuitable 
for broadcastir1g an NTSC signal due to high interference. In addition to satisfying tl1e frequency 
spec trun1 requirement, tl1e DTV standard has several in1portant features, which allow DTV to 
achieve interope rability witl1 computers and data corn1nunications. The first feature is the adoption 
of a layered digital system arcl1itecture. Each individual layer of tl1e system is desig.ned to be 
ir1teroperable witl1 otl1er systems at the corresponding layers. For example, the square pixel and 
progressive sca11 picture forn1at should be provided to allo\v computers access Lo the compression 
layer or picture layer depending on the capacity of the computers and the ATM-like packet for1nat 
for the ATM nel vvork to access the transport layer. Second, tl1e DTV standard uses a l·1eader/descrip
tor approach to provide maxin1u1n flexible operating characteristics. Therefore, the layered archi
tecture is the 111ost important feature of DTV standards. Tl1e additional advantage of layering is 
that the ele1nents of the system can be combined with other tech.nologies to create new applications. 
The system of DTV standard includes four layers: the picture layer, the ·compression layer, the 
transport layer, and tl1e tra11smission layer. 

17 .2.2.1 Picture Layer 

At the picture lay.er, the input video forn1ats t1ave been defined. The Executive Committee of tl1e 
ATSC has approved release of statement regarding the ider1tification of the HDTV and Standard 
Definition Television (SDTV) tra11sn1ission fom1ats \vitl1in the ATSC DTV standards. There are six 
video t·om1ats in the ATSC DTV standard, whicl1 are ·'Higl1 Definition Television." These fo·m,ats 
are I isted in Table 17. I . 

The remaining 12 video formats are not HDTV fom1at. These fom1ats represent some .in1prove
ment s over analoo NTSC and are referred to as ''SDTV." These are listed in Table 17.2. 

0 

These definitions are fully supported by tl1e technical speciJications for t_l1e various formats as 
measured against the internatjonally accepted definition of HDTV established in 1989 by the ITU 
a·nd the definitions cjted by t}ie FCC during the DTV standard developn1ent process. These forn1ats 
cover a wide variety of applications, which i11clude motion picture film, curre11tly available HDTV 
production equipm·ent, tl1e NTSC television _standard, and computers such as person.al computers 
and workstations. However, there is no simple tecf1nique \.vhich can convert images from one pixel 

TABLE 17.1 
HDTV Formats 

Spatial Format 
(X x Y active pixels) Aspect Ratio 

I 920 x I 080 (square pixel) 16:9 

1280 x 720 (square pixel) 16:9 

Tempora ,I Rate 
(Hz progressive scan) 

23.976/24 
29.97/30 
59.94/60 
23.976/24 
29.97/30 
59.94/60 

• 

• 
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TABLE 17.2 
s·orv Formats 

Spatial Format 
(X x Y active pixels) 

704 x 480 (CCIR601) 

640 X 480 (VG·A, square pixel) 

Temporal Rate 
Aspect Ratio (Hz progressive scan ) 

16:9 or 4:3 23.976/24 

29 .97/30 

59 .94/60 

4 :3 23.976/24 

29 .97/3.0 

59.94/60 

format and fran1e rate to anotherll1at acl1ieve interoperabiliLy a1no11g fil1n a11d tl1e various worldwide 
televisio:n standards. For exan1ple, all lo\v-cost computers use square p,ixels arid progres.sive scan
ning, while current television uses rectangular pixels and interlaced scanning. The video industry 
has paid a lot ·of attention to developing forn1at-cOn\1erting tecl111iques. Son1e tecl1niques such as 
deinterlacing, dO\vn/up-conversion for fo1111at conversio11 have already been developed. It should 
be noted that tl1e broadcasters, ¢ontent providers, a11d service providers ca11 use any one of these 
DTV forrnat. This results in a difficult problem for DTV receiver n1anufacturers \vho have to provide 
all kinds of DTV receivers to decode all these for111ats and the11 to convert the decoded signal to 
its particular ,display fom1at. On the otl1er hand, tl1is requiren1ent also gives receiver manufacturers 
the flexibility to produce a wide variety of products that have different functionality and cost, and 
the consumers freedom to choose an1ong tl1en1. 

17 .2.2.2 Compression Layer 

The ra\v data rate of HDTV of 1920 x 1080 x 30 x 16 ( 16 bits per pixel corresponds to 4:2:2 color 
format) is about 1 Gbps. T.he functjon of the compression layer is to compress the ra\v data from 
about_ 1 Gbps to the data rate of approxin1ately 19 Mbps to satisfy tl1e 6-MHz spectrun1 requirement . 
This goal is achieved by using the main profile and .high level of the MPEG-2 video standard . 
Actually, during the development of the Grand Alliance HDTV systen1, many research results \Vere 
adopted by the MPEG-2 standard at the same time; for example, the support for interlaced video 
fo11nat and the syntax for data partitioning and scalability. The ATSC DTV standard is tl1e first and 
mos,t important application example of the MPEG-2 standard. The use of MPEG-2 video compres
sion funda1nentally enables ATSC DTV devices to interoperate witl1 MPEG - 1/2 cornputer multi
media applications directly at th.e compres.sed bitstream lever. 

17 .2.2.3 Transport Layer 

The transp0rt layer is another important issue for interoperability. The ATSC DTV transport layer 
uses the· MPEG-2 system ·tr,ansport stream syntax. It is a fully compatible subset of the MPEG-2 
transport protocol. The basic function of the transport layer js to de·fine the basic for1Tiat of data 
packets. The pu,rposes of packetization include: 

• Pac~aging the data into the fixed-size cells or packets t·or forward error correctio ·n (FEC) 
e,ncoding to protect the bit error due to the communication channe l noise; 

• Mu.ltiplexing the video, audio, and data of a program into a bitstrearn; 
• Brovjding time syncl1ro·nization .for different n:iedia ele111ents; 
• Providing flexibility aQd exte.osibility witl1 backward compatibility. 
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-<1111(----

4 byte packet header 

Vid.eo Audio Video Video Audio PGM GD Video 

FIGURE 17.1 Packet structure of ATSC DTV transport la.yer. 

The transport layer of ATSC DTV uses a fixed-length packet. The packet size is 188 bytes c·.onsisting 
of 184 bytes of pay'load and 4 bytes of header. Within the packel l1eader, tl1el 3-bit packet identifier 
(PID) is used to provide tl1e important capacity to combine tl1e vjdeo, audio, and ancillary data 
streao1 into a single bitstrearB as shown in Figure 17. l. Each packet contains only a single type of 
data (video, audio, data, progran1 guide, etc.) identified by tl1e PID. 

Tl1is type of packet structure packetizes tl1e video, audio, and auxiliary data separately. It also 
provides tl1e basic 1nL1ltiplexin.g function tl1at produces a bitstream including video, five-channel 
surround-sound audio1 a.nd an auxiliary data capacity. This ki.nd of transport layer approach also 
provides con1plete flexibility to allocate ct1annel capacity to achieve any mix among video, audio, 
ar1d otJ1er data services. It should be noted that the selection of 188-packet lengtl1 is a trade-off 
between reducing tl1e overhead due to the transport header and increasing tl1e efficiency of error 
correction . Also, one ATSC DTV packet can be con1pletely encapsulated with its heade.r \Vithin 
four ATM packets by using l AAL byte per ATM ]1eader leaving 47 usable payload bytes times 4, 
for 188 bytes. The details of tJ1e transport ]ayer is djs_cussed in the chapter on MPEG systems. 

Transmission Layer The function of tl1e transmission layer is to modulate the transport oitstream 
into a signal that can be transmitte·d over the 6-MHz analog cl1annel. The ATSC DTV system uses 
a trellis-coded eight-level vestigial sideband (8-VSB) modulation technique to deliver approxi
mately 19.3 Mbps in the 6-MHz terrestria,1 si111ulcast ct1annel. VSB modulation inl1erenlly requires 
only processi11g the in-phase signal sampled at the symbol rate, tl1us reducing tl1e complexity of 
the receiver , and ultimately the cost of implen1er_1tation. The VSB signal is organized in a data 
fran1e that provide s a trai11i11g signal to facilitate channel equalization for removing multipath 
distortion. However, from several field-test results, the multipatl1 distortio11 is still a serious problem 
of terrestrial simulcast receiving. The fr~n1e is organized into segn1ents each \vith 832 symbols. 
Each transmitted seg1nent co11sists of one syr1chronizat.ion byte (four sy111bols), 187 data bytes, and 
20 R-S parity bytes. Tl1is corresponds to a J 88-byte p.acket, wl1ich is protecte·d by 20-byte R-S 
code. Interoperabi Ii ty at the trans1nission layer is required by different transmission n1edia appli
cations. The different media us.e different modulation techniques nO\V, su.ch as QAM for cable and 
QPSK for satellite. Eve11 for terrestrial transmissio11, European DVB. systen1s use OFDM transn1is
sion. Tl1e ATV receivers \viii 11ot only be designed to receive terrestrial broadcasts, but also the 
programs fron1 c.able, satellite, and other n1edia. 

17.3 TRANSCODING WITH BITSTREAM SCALING 

1 7 .3.1 BACKGROUND 

As indicated in the previous cl1apters, digital video signals exist everywhere in tl1.e format of 
con1pressed bitstreams . The con1pressed bitstreams of· video signals are used for tra11sn1ission and 
storage tl1rougb different. media sucl1 as terrestrial TV, satellite, cable~ the ATM net\vork, and the 
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Internet. The decoding of a bitstream can be in1ple1ne11ted in eitl1er l1ardware or software. Ho\vever, 
for I1igh-bit-rate con1pressed video bitstrean1s1 specially des igned hardware is still the n1aj or deco d
ing approa ch due to the speed li_mitation of current computer processors. T l,1e compr essed bitstream 
_as a ne,v fom1at of ,1ideo signal is a revolutionary change to video industry since it enab les many 
application s. On th.e other hand , there is a proble1n of bitstrea1n conversion. B ilstrean1 co11version 
or transcoding can be class ified as bit rate conversion, resolution conversion, and sy11tax co11ver ion. 
Bit rate conversion includes bit rate scaling and the conversior1 betvvee11 co11stant bit rate (CBR) 
and variable bit rate (VBR) . Resolutio11 cor1,,ersion includes spatial reso lution cor1vers.ion and 
temporal resolution cor1version. Syntax conversion is 11eeded bet vveen di rrerent co 111 press ion stan
dards such as JPEG, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, H.26 1, and H.263 . I11 tl1is ection, vve w1ll focu on the 
topic of bjt rate conversion, especially on bit rate scalir1g since it finds \vide ,1pplication and readers 
can extend the idea to other kinds of transcodi ng. Al o, \Ve limit ourseJ,,e to focu on the problem 
of scaling an MPEG CBR-en coded bitstrean1 do,vn LO a lo\ver CBR. T l1e other ki11d of transcoding, 
do\vn-conversion decoder, \viii be presented in a separate sectio,1. 

The basic function of bitstrean1 scaling may be tt1ougl1t of a n black box, \Vhich pa sivel)1 

accepts a precoded MPEG bitstream at the input and produce .. a sca led bit trea ,11, \Vl1ich 111ee ts ne\~' 
constraints that are not kno\vn a p1·io1·i dur i11g the creation of the origi11~,l pre oded bitstream. The 
bitstream scaler is a transcoder, or fi lter, tl1at provides a n1atcl1 bet\veen n,1 MPEG ·ource bitstream 
and the receivin g load. Tl1e rece iving load consists of tl1e trans1111ssion cl1a11r1c 1, tl1e destination 
decoder , and perhaps a destination storage device. The constrai11t on the ne,:v bitstrc,1m 111ay be bound 
by a variety ot· condition s. Among then1 are the peak or average bit rale i1.11posed l)y tl1e con1muni
cations channel , the total nun1ber of bits imposed by the storage device, a11d/or the variacion of bit 
usage across pictures due to the an1ount of buffering available at the recei,1 i11g decoder. 

While the idea of bitstream sca ling has r11any concepts si111ilar to tl1ose provided by tl1e various 
MPEG -2 scalability profiles, the intend.ed applica tions and goals dirfer. T l1e MP EG-2 sca labilit)' 
n1ethods (dat a partitioning , SNR scalability, spatial sca la'bility, and te111pornl ca lab ility) are aimed 
at pr0\ 1iding encoding of source video into multiple service grades (thnt are preden ncd at the tjme 
of encoding) and multiti ered transn1ission for increased signal robustr1ess. T l1e mul l i pie bi tstreams 
created by MPEG-2 scalabilit y are hierarchically dependent in such a \vay that by decoding an 
increasing number of bitslream s, higher service grades are reconsLructed. Bitstream scaling meth 
ods, in contra st, are prim arily decoder/transcoder tecl1niques for converting an existing preco ded 
bitstream to another one that meets new rate constraints. Several app lications that motivate bitstream 
scaling include the following: 

1. Video-On-Demand Consider a video-on-demand (VOD) scenario wherein a video file 
serve .r includes a storage device containing a library of preco ded MPEG bitstreams. 
The se bits,treams in the library are originally coded at high quality (e.g. , studio qu ality) . 
A nu·mber of client s may request retrieval of these video progran1s at one particular time. 
The number of users and the quality of video delivered t.o the users are co nstrair1ed b)' 
the outgoing channel capacity . This outgoing channel, \vl1icl1 n, ay be a cable bus or an 
ATM trunk , for example, must be shared among the users who are adn1itted lo tl1e se rvice. 
Different users may require d'ifferent levels of video quality, and the quality of a respective 
pr:ogram will be based on the fraction of tl1e total channel capacity allocated to eac l1 
user. To acco111modate a plurality of users simultaneou sly, the video file ser ver 1nust scale 
the stored precoded bitstreams to a reduced rate before it is delivered ove r the ch.anncl 
to respective users. The quality of the resulting scaled bitstream sl1ould not be signifi
eantly degraded compared with the quality of a hypotl1etical bitstream so obtain ed by 
coding the original source material at toe reduced rate . Con1plexity cost is not such a 
c.ritical factor because only tlie file server has to b.e equipped witl1 the bitstream scaling 
hardware, not every user. Presumably, video service provider s would be \Villin,g to pay 
a high co.st for delivering the possible highest-quality video at a pres cribed bit rate . 
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A~ ~n option, a so~histicated video file server rnay also perfo1m scaling of multiple 
or1g111al precoded b1tstreams jointly and statistically multiplex the resulting scaled VBR 
bitstreams i11Lo tl1e cha1111el. By scaling tl1e group of bitstreams jointly, statistical gains 
can be acl1ieved. These statistical gains can be realized in the for111 of higher and n1ore 
unifor111 pictL1re quality for tl1e san1e channel capacity. Statistica l multiplexing over a 
DirecTv transponder (Is11ardi, 1993) is 011e example of an application of video stati,stical 
111ul ti plexi rig. 

2. Trick-1)lay Track on Digital VTRs I11 this application, the video bitstream is scaled 
to crea te a sid·etrack 011 video tape recorders (VTRs). This sidetrack contains very coarse 
qualit y video sufncie11L to facilitate trick-modes on the V""fR (e.g., FF and REW at 
differe11t speeds) . Complexity cost for the bitstream scaling hardware is of significant 
con.cer11 i 11 ll1is ,1pplication ince the VTR is a 1nass consumer i Lem subject co mass 
prodt1cl ion. 

3. Extended-Play Recording on Digital VTRs In this application, video is broadcast to 
users' l101nes at a certain broadcast quality (-6 Mbps for standard-definition video and 
- 24 Mbp s for l1igh-definition video). Witl1 a bitstrean1 scaling feature in their VTRs, 
u ers 111ay record tl1e video at a reduced rate, akin to extended-p lay (EP) mode on today's 
VHS recorders, tl1ereby recording a greater duration of video progran1s onto a tape at 
lower qua'lily. Again, hardv.,are complexity costs would be a n1ajor factor l1ere. 

17.3.2 BA SIC PRI NCIPLES OF BtTSTREAM SCALING 
• 

As described previously, the i(lea of scaling an MPEG-2-compre ssed bitstrearn do\vn to a lo\ver 
bit rate is initiated by se\ieral applications. One problern is the criteria tl1at should be used to judg e 
tl1e perf om1ance of (ln architecture that c·an reduce tl1e size or rate of an MPEG-con1pressed 
bitstre a111. Two basic principles of bitstream scaling are ( I ) the inforn1ation in the original bitstrean1 
should be exploited as 1n uch as possible, and (2) the resulting in1age quality of tl1e new bitstream 
\Vitl1 a lower bil rate should be as close as possible to a bitstrea1n created by coding the original 
source video a1 tl1e reduced rate. Here, we assu111e cl1at for a .giver1 rate the origina l sot1rce is encoded 
in an op timal way. Of course, the implementatio11 of hard\vare con1plexity also l1as to be considered. 
Figur e 17.2 shows a simplified encoding stru·cture of MPEG encodi ng ir1 \.vhich Ll1e rate control 
n1echanism is 11ot sl1own. 

In this structure, a block of image data is first transfor111ed to a set of coefficients; the coe'fficients 
are tl1en quantized wit!, a quantizer step \~hicl1 is decided by tl1e given bit rate budget, or number 
of bits ,1ssigned to tl1is block. Finally, the quantized coefficients are coded i11 variable-length coding 
to the binary forn1at, wl1icl1 is called the bitstrean1 or bits. 

T Q VLC-

lnput source 

p 

T-- transfonn, Q--quantizer, P-moticn-com,pensated prediction 
VLC-- variable 'length 

Bits 

FIGURE 17.2 Simplified encoder structure. T = transform, Q = qua11tizer, P = motion-compensated predic

tion, VLC = variable length. 
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Fron, tl1is structure it is obvious that tl1e perfor.111ar1ce of cl1,1ngi11g tl1e qt1a11tizer step \vill be 
better than cuttin·g bi,gh.er freque11cies \Vhen tl1e same an1ount of rate 1ieeds to be reduced . In the 
original bitstrean1 tl1e coefficients are quantized \Vill1 finer qua11tization steps \vl1icl1 a1·e optimized 
at tl1e original l1igl1 rate. Af'ter cutting the coef.(icients o·f higl1er frequencies, tl1e rest of tl1e 
eoe~ncients are not quantized witl1 an opti1nal. quantizer. In the n1ethod of requantization all 
coefficients are requantized \.Vitl1 a11 opti111al quantizer \.vhicl1 is detern1i11ed by tl1e reduced rate ; the 
perfo1111ance of the requantization method n1ust be better tl1an tl1e n1etl1od of cutting high frequencies· 
to reach the reduced r,ate. Tl1e theoretical analysis is give11 in Section 17.3.4. 

In the follo\ving, se,,eral different arcl1itectures that acco111plish the bi tstr ean1 sca ling are 
discussed. The different methods l1ave varying l1ard\\1are in1ple111e11tation con1plexities; each l1as its 
own degree of Lrad.e-off betwee11 required l1ardware and resultir1g i111age quality. 

17.3.3 ARCHITECTURES OF BITSTREAM SCALING 

Four architectures for birstrean1 scali11g are discussed. Eacl1 of the sca li11g t1rcl1itectures described 
I1as its own. particular benefits that are suitable for a particular ,lf)plicatio ,1. 

Architecture I: Tl1e bitstrea111 is scaled by cutti11g l1igl1 frequencies. 
Architecture 2: Tl1e bitstreru11 is scaled by rec1uantization. 
Architecture 3: The bitstream is s.caled by reencodin.g the reco nstructed pictures. ,vitl1 

motio11 vectors and coding decisior1 n1odes extrc1cted rron1 the original l1igl1-
quality bitstream. 

Architect ,ure 4: The bitstream is scaled by r.eencoding the recon tructed· pictures \Vitl1 
n1otion vectors extracted froin tl1e origir1al l1igl1.-qua lity bitstrearn, but ne,v 
coding decisior1s are co·n1puted b,1sed 011 reconsLrucLcd pictures . 

Architectures 1 and 2 are considered for VTR applications sucl1 as trick-play n1odes and EP 
recording. Architectares 3 and 4 are considered for and other applica ·ble StatMux sce nari os. 

17.3.3.1 Architecture 1: Cutti .ng AC Coefficients 

A block diagram illustrating arcl1itecture 1 is sho\vn in Figure l 7.3a. Tl1e n1ethod of reducing the 
b.it rate fn archjtecture I is based on cutting the l1igher-frequency coe fficients. The incoming 
precoded CBR stream enters a decoder rate buffer. Following the top branch leading from tl1e rate 
buffer, a VLD is used to parse the bits for the next fran1e in the bu·ffer to identify all tl1e variable
length codewords that corre spond to ac coefficients used in that frarne. No bits are ren1oved from 
the rate buffer. The codewords are not decoded, but just simply parsed by the VLD parser to 
determine codeword lengths. The bit a.I location a.nalyzer accun1ulates tl1ese ac bit counts for e,,e[)' 
macro-block in the frame and creates an ac bit usage profile as sho\vn in Figure 17 .3(b ). Tl1at is, 
the analyzer generates a running sum of ac OCT coefficient bits on a mac1·oblock basis: 

PVN = L_IAC_B!TS, (17.1) 

where PVN is the profile value of a runi:li.ng sun1 of AC codeword bits u11til the n1acroblock N. In 
addition, the analyzer count$ the sum of all c.oded bits for tl1e fran1e, TB (total bits). After a.II 
macrobl0eks for th.e frame h,ay,e been analyzed., a target value TVAc, of ac DCT coefficient bits pe.r 
frame is calculated as , . . 

(17.2) 
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Bitstream 
I I I I I 

New bit rate 

Cumulative bits 
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t------. 

• 
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0 

JI'lG URE 17.3 (a) Ar chitecture I ; cullin g high frequencies. (b) Profile 1nap. 

375 

\vl1ere TVAc is the target value of AC codeword bits per fran1e, PV LS is tl1e profile value at the last 
macrob lock , a is tl1e percentage by wl1ich tl1e pree11coded bitstrean1 is to 'be reduced, TB is the 
total bits, and B1;x is the an1ount of bits by \vl1icl1 the previous frame missed its desired target. The 
profile value of AC coefficient bits is scaled by tl1e factor T~\c!PVLS. Multiplying each PY N performs 
sca ling by that factor to .generate tl1e li11early scaled profile sho\vn in Fi·gure 17.3(b). Fo llowing tl1e 
bottom bra11ch fron1 t11e rate buffer, a delay is inserted equal to tl1e an1ount of ti1n.e required for 
the top branch analysis processing to be completed for Lhe current frame. A second VLD parser 
accesses and re1noves all codeword bits fron1 the buffer and delivers Ll1em to a rate contro ller. Tl1e 
rate co ntroller rece ives tl1e scaled target bit usage prefile for tl1e ar11ount of ac bits to be used \Vitl1in 
tl1e frame. The rate controller has memory to store all coefficients associated \VitJ1 tl1e current 
macroblock it is operating on. AJI original codeword bits at a l1igl1e1· level tl1a11 ac coefficients (i.e ., 
all fixe"d-lengtb l1eader codes, n1otion vector codes, 11'laer0block typ.e codes, etc.) are l1eld in n1en1ory 
and will be re111ultiplexed with all AC codewords in tl1al ri1acroblock that f1ave not been ·excised to 
for1r1 tl1e outgoing scaled bits.tream. Tl1e ra(e co11Lroller determines and flags in the" n1acr0block 
codeword men1ory which AC code\vords t.o keep and wl1icl1 to excise. AC code\vords are acces.sed 
from tf1e tnacrobJock codeword men1ory i11 tl1e ord.er ACJI. AC12, ACJ3, AC14, AC/5, ACJ6 , 
AC2/ , AC22 , AC23 , AC24, AC25, AC26, AC3/ , AC32, AC33, etc., \vhere ACij denotes tl1e ith AC 
codewo rds fron1 jtl1 block in the macroblock if it is present. As tl1e AC code\vords are accessed 
t'ro1n memory, the respective codeword bits are summed and co11tinuot1sly eo111.pared witl1 the sca led 
profile value to the current macroblock, Jess the 11umber of bits for i11sertion of EOB (end-of~block) 
codew ords. Respective AC codewords are fiagged as kept until tl1e running sum of AC code\vords 
bits exceeds the scale@ profile value less EOB bits. w ·hen this condition is 1net, all remaining AC 
codewords are rnarked 'for being e_xcised. Tl1is proces"s continues un.til all macroblocks l1ave tl1eir 
kept codewords reassembled to forn1 the scaled bit~Lrean1 . 

• 

• 
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FIGURE 17.4 Ar chitecture 2: increasing quanti zaLion tep. 

17.3.3.2 Architecture 2: Increasing Quantization Step 

Architecture 2 is sho,vn in Figure 17.4. The method of bitstream scaling in ·1rcl1itcc ture 2 is based 
on increasing tl1e quantization step. Tllis n1ethod requires addi tional dcqu a11tizcr/q uant izer and 
variable-length coding (VLC) l1ardware o,1er tl1e first 111ethod. Like the nrst 111etl1od, it also rnakes 
a first VLD pass. on the bitstream a11d obtains a sin1ilar scaled pron le of Larget curnula tive code,vord 
bits vs. rnacroblock count to be used for rate control. 

The rate control mechanism differs from this point on. Arter tJ1e se -ond-1Jas VLD is made on 
the bitstream , quantized DCT coefficients are dequa11tized. A block of fi nely qua.ntized OCT 
coefficients js O·btai11ed as a result of this. This block of DCT coe fficients is requar1rized vvilh a 
coarser quantizer scale. The value used for tl1e coarser qua11tizer cale is de1ermined adap Li·ve1y by 
n1aking adjust111ents after every macroblock so that the scaled targe t profile is tracked as \,Ve progress 
through the n1acroblocks in the frame: 

QN = QJ\IQ,,',f + G * L (BU - PV:\1-1) , 
' t\l-1 

( 17.3) 

w·here QN is the quantization factor for macroblock N, Q N0 11.1 is an estimate of the new no·minal 
quantization factor for the frame, LN_1BV is the cumulative amount. of coded bits up to macroblock 
N - l, and G is a gain factor \vhich controls how tightly the pron le curve is tracked through the 
picture. QNOM is initialized to an average guess value before th·e very first frarne, and updat ed for 
the ne.Xct .frame by setting it to Q1-5 (the quantization factor for the last n1acroblock) from the fran1e 
just completed. The coarsely requantized block of DCT coeffic ients is variable-l ength-c oded to 
generate the scaled bitstream. The rate controller also has provision.s for changing som.e macroblock 
layer codewords, su.cl1 as the n1acroblock-type and coded-block pattern to ensure a legitimate scaled 
bitstream that conforms to MPEG.;,2 syntax . 

17.3.3.3 Architecture 3: Reencodin-g with Old Motio .n Vectors 

and Old Decisions 

The third arch'tecture for bitstream scaling is shown in Figure 17.5. In tl1is architecture, the n1otion 
vectors and macroblock coding decis,ion modes are first e.xtractedl from the original bjtstream, and 
at the same time the reconstructed pictures are obtained from the normal decoding procedure. Then 
the scaled, bitstrea111 is obtained by reencoding the reconstructed pictures using tl1e old motion 
vectors and maeroblock decision.s from tl1e original h>itstrean1. The benefits obtained fron1 this 
arc.hitecture compared with full decoding and reencoding is that no ,notion esti,r11ation and decision 

c0mputation is needed. 
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17.3.3.4 Archite c·ture 4: Reencoding with Old Motion Vectors 
and New Decisions 

.----.._____, Bi ts-out 

Re-encoder 

377 

Archite cture 4 is a n1odified version of arct1itecture 3 in which new macroblock decisio11 modes 
are con1puLed durin g ree11coding based on reconstructed pictures. Tl1e scaled bitstrean1 cre.ated tl1js 
\vay is expe cted to yield an .i111provement jn picture quality because the decision modes obtained 
from tl1e h.igh-qual i Ly original bitstrea·m are not optimal for ree11coding at L}1e reduced rate. For 
exa1nple, at higl.1.er r,1tes tl1e optimal n1ode decision for a n1acroblo-ck is 1nore likely to favor 
bidirectiona.l field motio,1 compensation over forward fran1e motion con1.pensation. But at lower 
rntes, only tl1e oppo. ite decision n1ay be true. In.order for tl1e reencod.er to l1ave the possibility of 
deciding on 11e\v r11acroblock coding modes, the entire pool of n1otion vectors of every type must 
be available. Tl1is can be supplied by aL1gmenting tl1e original l1igh-quality bitstrec1m \Vith ancillary 
data containin g the c11tire pool of n10Lion vectors during the ti_me iL 'vvas original ly encoded. It could 
be inserted into the user data every frame. For tl1e same origi11al bit rate, the quality of an original 
bitstream obtain ed this way is degraded con1pared with an origjnal bitstream obtained from archi
tecture 3 because the addition al overhead required for the extra motion vectors steals away bits for 
actual encodi ng. However, the resulting scaled bitstrea111 is expected to sl1ow quality in1provement 
over the scaled bitstrean1 frorn architecture 3 if tl1e gains from computing ne'vv and more accurate 
decision 1nodes can overcome tl1e loss in original picture quality. Table 17 .3 outlines the hard\vare 
con1plex ity sav ings of each of the tl1ree proposed architectures as con1pared \vith full decoding and 
reencod ing. 

17 .3.3 .S Comparison of Bitstream Scaling Methods 

We have described four architectures 1·or bitstrean1 scaling ,vhicl1 are useful for various applications 
as described i11 tl1e introduction. Among the four arcl1itectures, arcl1itectures I and 2 do 11ol require 

TABLE 17.3 
Hardware Complexity Savings over Full Decoding/Reencodin .g 

Coding Method Hard\vare Complexity Savings 

Architecture 1 No decoding loop. DO DCT/IDCT. no frnrne store n1ernory. noeocoding loop, no qunntizer/d.equnntizer, 

no motion compensaLion, no VLC. sin1plifi ed rate control 
Architecture 2 No decoding loop, no DCT/ IDCT, no frnn,e store 111en1ory, no encoding loop, no 111otion con,pensntion, 

sin1plifi ed rate control 
Archite cture 3 No motion estimation, no n1ncroblock coding decisions 

Arcl1itecture 4 · No n101ion es1in1ntion 
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._ d , d. nd enr,-oding )oops or frame srore memory for reco11structed pictures, thereby enure . eco 1ng a , \.:, ·.... . . . 
. . . .fi ·t hardware complexity. However, video quality te11ds to degrade tl1rough tl1e group 

saVIng s1gn1 can · . . . . . . : 
f ·,. (G,OP) until tl1e next I-p1ctu-re due to drift 1n tl1e absence of decoder/encoder loops . For o pictures . . . , . 

I O 
. 1. -o say for rate reduction greater tl1an 25o/o, arcl1.1te·cture l produces poor-quality blocky _ar.:,e sea IO.:,, , . . . . . . . . . _ . 

pictures, prinlarily because n1any bits were spent in t~e or1g111al .h1gh-qual1~y b1tstr~am on finely 
quantizing the de an~ ot~1er ve~ lo~v-?rder ac coefficients.'. Arcl11tecture 2 1s a part1cularl~ good 
clloice for VTR appI1cat1o,ns since 1t 1s a good compromise between l1ardware complexity and 
recon_structed image quality. Arcl1itectures 3 and 4 are suitable for VOD server applications and 
other StatMux applications. 

17.3.4 ANALYSIS 

In this analysis , we assu1ne that tl1e optimal quantizer is obtained by assigr1 i ng tl1c numb er of bits 
acc.ording to the variance or energy of the coefficients. It is sl.ightly different from MPEG standard 
which will be explained later, but the principal concept is the sa1ne and the results \vill hold for 
the MPEG standard . We first analyze the errors caused by cuttir1g l1igh coefficients and increasing 
th"e quantizer step. The optimal bit assignment is given by Jay ant and Noll ( 1984): 

') a; 
N- 1 

I/ ,v , k=O, I, ... , N- l , (17.4) 

rr cr,~ 
i=O 

where N is the number of coefficients in the block, Rkn is the number of bits assigned to the A'tb 
coe-ffic·ient, R,n-0 is the average number of bits assigned to each coe fficient in tl1e block, i.e., R70 = 
N · R0 \-0, is the tot.al bits for this block under a certain b:it rate, and a k

2 is the variance of kth 
eo·efficient. Un"der the optimal bit as.signment (17.4), the minimized average quantiz er error, a~, is 

N-J N- 1 

2 - I r 2 - 1 r 2 - 2Rko 2 (J - (J - ·(J 
. qO N qk N k ' 

k=I k= I 

(17.·5") 

where aJ is the quantizer error of A1h coefficient. According_ to Equation 17-.4, we have two major 
. ' 

methods to reduce the bit rate, cutting high coef.ficjents or decreasing the R
0

v , i.e., increasing the 
quantizer st~p. We are now analyzing the effects on the reconstructed error s caused by the method 
of cutting high-order coefficients. Assume that the number of the bits assigned to the block is 
reduced from R70 to R71• Then the bits to be" reduced, AR1, are equal to R10 - R71 • 

In the case of cutting high frequencies", say, the number of coefficients is reduced fron1 N to 
M, then 

N-1 

RJ:0 = 0 for K < !vi, and M, = Rro - Rr. = r RkO . (17 .6) 

k= M 

the qua,ntizer e,rror increased due to the cutting is 

- 2 _ 2 2 _ I 
~<:Jq1 - aq1 -aqo - N 

M-1 N-l N-1 

~ 2-2R1,:o · .(J2 + ~ (J2 _ ~ 2-2RAo ·0 -2 
~ k ~ k ~ k 
k=iQ k=M k=O 

(17.7) 
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l 
• ---

N 

\vl1ere a,:, is tl1e quanti zer error after cutting the J1igh frequencies. 
In tl1e method· of incre~sing quantizer step, or decreasing the average bits fro·m R to R 

ass igned to eacl1 coefficient, the number of bits reduced for the block is ' '"
0 0

"

2
' 

and the bits assigned to each coefficient become now 

l 
R = R +- Joo J.:2 01•2 2 0 2 

N- 1 

IT 0';2 

i=O 

1/N , k=O,l, . .. ,N-J, 

The correspond.ing quantizer error increased by che cuttir1g bits is 

., ., ? I 
60' ~ = O' - - O' - = -

q2 q2 qO N 

N- 1 /\'- I 

L,2- 2R1:1 ·a;-L,2-2Rt ·o ·a; 
k=O k=O 

( I 7 .8) 

(17.9) 

( 17 .10) 

\vhere a,:2 is the qua11tizer error at the reduced bit rate. 
If the same 11u1nber of bits is reduced, i.e., Af?1 = Af?2, it is obvious that ~cr;2 is smaller than 

~a;, since a(J2 is the minimized value at th·e reduced rate. Tl1is implies th.at the performance of 
chan.ging tl1e quantizer step will be better t.l1an cuuing .higher frequencies \vhen the same amount 
of rate needs to be reduced. It should be noted that in the MPEG video coding, n1ore sophisticated 
b.it assignment al'goritl1ms are used. First, different quantizer n1atrices a·re used to im_prove tl1e vis.ual 
perceptual performance. Second, di·fferent VLC tables are used to code the DC values and the AC 
transform coeffic ients and tl1e run-length coding is used to code the pairs of the zero-run length 
and the values of~ amplitude s. However, in ge-neral, the bits are still assigned according to the 
statistical mod el that indicates the energy distribution of the transt·orn1 coefficients. Therefore, the 
above theoretical analysis will l1old for tl1e MPEG vide·o codi11g. 

17.4 DOWN-CONVERSION DECODER 

1 7 .4.1 BACKGROUND 

Digital video broadcasting has l1ad a n1aj0r in1pacl in botl1 academic and i11dustrial c6n1n1unities. 
A great deal of effort has been m.ade to improve tl1e coding efficiency at tl1e trans111ission side and 
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FIGURE 17.6 Decoder structures. (a) Block diagram of full-resolution decoder 'A1ith do\vn-conversion in 
the spatial domain. The quality of this output \Vill serve as a drift-free refere11ce. (b) Block diagra m of lo\v
resolution decoder. Do,v-n-conversion is performed ,vitl1in the decoding loop arrd is a frequency domain process. 
Motion compensation is perforn1ed from a low-resoluti.011 reference using 111otion vectors th.at are deri\1ed from 
the full-resolution encoder. Motion compensation is a spatial dor11ain process. 

offer cost-effective implementations in the overall end-to-end syste111. Along tl1ese lines, the notion 
0f format c_onvets ion is becoming increasi11gly popular. On the Lrar1smission side, tl1ere are a number 
of different formats that are likely candidates for digital video broa.dcast. These formats vary in· 
horizo.ntal, v·ertical, and temporal resolution. Si1nilarly, on· the receiving side, there are a variety of 
display devices that the receiver should accounl for. In this section, we are interested in the specific 
problem o_f· how to receive an HDTV bitstream and display it at a lower spatial reso lution. In Lt1e 
conventional method of obtainin.g a low-resolution image sequence, the HD bitstrean1 is fully 
decoded; then it is simply prefiltered and subsampled (ISO/IEC , 1993). The block diagran, of tl1is 
system is shown in Figure 17 .6(a); it will be referred to as a full-resolution decoder (FRD) \vith 
sp:atial down-conversion. Although the quality is very good, the cost js quite .higl1 due ·to the la.rge 
memory requirements ... As a result, low-resolution decoders (LRDs) have been proposed to reduce 
some of the costs (Ng, 1993; Sun, 1993; Boyce et al., 1995; Bao el al., J 996). Although the quality 
of the pjcture. w,ill be compromised, significant reductions in tl1e amount of n1emory can be realjzed; 
the. block di(\gram for this system is shown in Figure l 7.6(b). Here, incoming blocks are subjec t 
to down-conversion filters within the decoding loop. In this way, the down-converted blocks are 
stored into memory rathe.r than the full-resolution blocks. To achieve a high-quality output wilh 
the low-resolution decoder, it is important to take specjal care in the algorithn1s for down-conversion 
and motion compensation (MC). These two processes are of n1ajor importance to the decoder as 
they have significant impact on the final quality. Althougl1 a moderate amount of complexity witJ1in 
the dec0ding · loop is added, the reductions in e~ternal mem01J are expected to provide sign ificarit 
cost sav.ings, provided that these algoritl1ms can be incorporated into the typical decoder structure 
in a seamless way. 

As stated above, the filters used to perform the down-conversion are an integra l part of the 
low-resolution decoder. In Figure 17.6(b), the down-conversion is sl1own to take place before the 
IDCT. ~Itho ugh the filtering is not required to take pl1ace in the DCT do1nain, we initially assu·me 
that it takes place before the adder. I-n any· case, it is usually more intuitive to derive a dow11-
conversion filter in the frequency domain rather th-an in the spatial don1ain; this has been described 
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by .Par1g ·el al. ( 1996), Merli av and B l1askaran ( 1997), and Mokry and Anastas.siou (1994). The 
maJor drawb ac~ of tl1ese appr_oaches is that high frequency data is lost or n.ot preserved very well. 
To overcon1e tl11s, a n1ethod of down-conversion, whicl1 better preserves high-frequency data \vithin 
tl1e macro block has been reported by Bao et al. ( 1996), Vetro and Sun ( 1998a); tlijs meth.od is 
referred to ,1s freque11cy syntl1csjs. 

Altl1ougl1 tl1e above staten1ent of tl1e problem has only mentioned filtering-based approaches 
to memory reducLion within tl1e decoding loop, rea·ders should be a\vare that other techniques have 
also been proposed. For tl1e 111ost part, tl1ese approaches rely on rnethods of embedded compression . 
For instance, de With e l al. ( 1998) qua11tized the data being written to memory adaptively using a 
block predictive codi11g scl1e1ne; tl1en a segment of macroblocks is fit into a fixed lengtl1 packet. 
Sin1ilarly, Yu et al. ( 1999) JJroposed ar1 adaptive 1ilin-max quantize.r and edge detector. With this 
method , eac l1 i11acrob lock is con1pressed to a fixed size to simplify n1ernory access. Another, simpler 
approach n1ay be to truncate tl1e 8-bit dala to 7 or 6 bits. However, in tl1is case, it is expected tl1e 
drift would accun1ulate very fast and resµlt in poor reconstruction quality. Bruni et al. ( 1998) used 
a vectors quantization n1ethod, and Lei (1999) described a \Vavelet-based approach . Overall, tl1ese 
approacl1es offer exceptio nal tecl1niques to reduce Lh·e men1ory requirements, _but in most cases the 
reconstructed video would still be a l1igh-resolution signal. The reason is that compressed l1igh
reso lution data are stored i11 n1e1nory rather tl1ar1 the raw, 1ow-resdlution data. For tl1is reason, tl1e 
remainder or tl1is sect ion emphasizes the filtering-based approach, in \vl1ich the dara stored i.n 
n1emo ry represent the actual Iow-resolutior1 picture data. 

Tl1e n1ai11 novelty of the system t11at we describe is tf1e filtering \.vl1ich is used to perform motion 
con1pensation fror11 low-resolution ancl1or frames. It is \veil known that prediction drift has been 
difficult to avoid. Jt is partly due to tJ1e loss of high-frequency data from the down-conversion and 
partly due to the inability to recover the lost information. Altl1ougl1 prediction drift cannot be totally 
avoided in a low-resolu tion decoder, it is possible to reduce the effects of drift significantly in 
cor1trast to simple interpolation metl1ods. The solution that we described is optimal in the least
squares sense and is dependent on the method of do\.vn-con\1ersion that is. used (Vetro and Sun, 
1998b). In its direct fom1, tl1e solution ca11not be readily applied to a practical dec·oding scl1eme. 
However, it is sl1own that ,1 casct1ded realization 'is easily imple111ented into the FRD-~ype structure 
(Vetro et al., l 998 ). 

1 7 .4.2 FREQUENCY SYNTHEs1s DowN-C ·ONVERStON 

The concept of frequency sy11tl1esis was first reported by Bao et al. ( 1996) and later expanded upon 
by Vetro and Sun ( 199,8b). Tl1e basic pren1ise is to better preserve tl1e frequency cl1aracterist.ics of 
a macroblock in comparisor1 to simpler methods \.vhicl1 extract or cut. specified frequency con1po
nents of an 8 x 8 block. To accon1plish tl1ts, tl1e four blocks of a n1acroblock are s11bject to a global 
transformation tl1is transforn1atior1 is referred to ·as freqµency syr1tl1esis. Esse11tially, a single
frequen cy domai11 block can be realized using the inforn1ation in tl1e entire macroblock . From tl1is, 
lower-reso lution blocks can be acl1ieved by cutting out tl1e lQw-order frequency co111:ponents of the 
synthesized block this action re.presents tl1e down-conversion process and is generally represented 
in the following way: 

-
A= XA, - -

(17.11) 

\Vhere A denotes tl1e ori o:inal DCT 111acroblock, A denotes the down-converted DCT block, and X 
is a matrix w11ich contains the freq.uer1cy synthesis coefficients. Tl1e original idea for frequ~ncy 
sy11thesis down-conversion was to extract an ·8 x g. block directly from the 16 x 16 synthesized 
block in the DCT domain as shown in Fi.gl,lre l 7.7(a). The advantage of doing tl1is is tl1at the do\vn
conv·erted DCT blo.ck is directly applicable to an 8 x $ IDCT (for wl1ich fast alg~rithn1s exist). !he 
n1ajor d.rawback witl1 regard to computation is that each frequency con1ponent 1n the synthes·tzed 
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FIGURE 17.7 Co11cept of frequency sy11thesis do\vn-conversion: (a) 256-tap filter app lied to e\'ery frequer1cy 
c9.n1pone_nt to achie,1e vertical and horizontal down-con.,,ersion by a factor of two fraine-ba ·ed filtering: (b) 16-tap 
filter applied to frequen.cy components in the same rO\V to achieve hori zontal do\vn- conver. ic)n by r,,,o, picture 

. . 

structure is irreleva11t; (c) iJlustration that the an1ou11t of syntJ1esized f ret1uenC)' co111pc.>nenl , ,vl1ich are retai11ed 
is arbitrary. 

block is depe ·ndent on all of the frequenc y components in eac h of the 8 x 8 b locks, i.e., eac h 
·synthesized frequency component is the result of a 256 -tap filter. The maj or dra'v ba.ck wi th regard 
to quality is that interlaced video \vith field-ba sed prediction s shouJd not be ubj ect to fram e-based 
filtering (Vetro and Sun, ·1998b). If frame-ba sed filtering is t1.sed. it become i111po~ s ible to recove r 
the appropriate field-.based data tl1at is required to 111ake field-ba sed predi ction s. f11 area s of large 
motiQn, severe blocking artifacts \Vill result . 

Obviously , tb.e original approach would incur too n1uch co mput ation and q·ualit) ' degr adation, 
so, instead , tb·e operations are performed separately and v·ert ical d0\\1n-con \1e rsion is pe.1forrned on 
a field basis. In Figt1re 17 .7(b) , it is shown that a l1orizontal-onl y down-conversion ca n be perfor1r1ed. 
To peifoFm this operation , a 16-tap filter is ulti111ately required. Ln this way, only the re]evant ro\v 
information is app]ied as the input to tl1e horizontal filterin g ope_ration arid the structure of the 
incoming video has no bearing on the do\vn- co 11version process. The reaso n is that tl1e data in each 
ro\v of a macroblock belong to the. same field; hence the format of the output block \Viii be 
unchanged. It is noteworthy that the set of filter coefficients is dependent on the particu]ar output 
freq ·uency index. For 1-D filtering, this mean s that the filters used to compute the seco nd output 
in.dex, fo-r e~·ample ., are different from those used to compute the fi.fth output i11dex. Similar to the 
horizontal down-conversion, vertical down-conversion can also be applied as a separate pro cess. 
As reaso)led earlier, field-based filterin .g is nece ssary for inter ]aced video with field-based prediction s. 

However, since a rnc:tcroblock consists of eight lines for the even field and eight Jin.es for the 
odd field, and the v·ertical block unit is 8, frequency synthesi s cannot be applied. Frequency synthesis 
is a glob -al transforn1ation and is only applicable when one wishes to observe tl1e frequency 
characteristics . over a lai:ge.r range of data than the basic unit. Therefore , to perform tJ1e vertica l 
down-eonversion, we can s:imply out the low-order frequency components in the verticaJ direction . 
This loss that we accept in the vertical direction is ju stified by the ability to perform ac.c-urate lO\V

resolution M·C that is free from severe blocking artifacts. 
In the above, we have explained how the original ide.a to extract an 8 x 8 DCT block is broke11 

down into separa .ble operations. HoweV-er, since frequency synthes is provides an expression for 
'every frequency component in the new 16 x 16 block , it makes sense to generalize the down
conversion process so that decimation, . which are multiples of 1/16 can be performed. In 
Figure l 7.7(c), an M x N bloc .k is extracted. Although this type of down-conversion filtering may 
not b,e appFopriate before the IDCT operation an.d may not be appropriate for a bitstream containing 
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FIG URE 17.8 Con1pari on of de.coding n1etho.ds Lo a.chi eve lo\v-resolut ion i mage sequence .. (a) FRO \Vith 
spaLial dO\Vn-convcrsion; Cb) L RD. The objecLive is lo minimize lhe lV1SE bet\veen the t\VO outputs by cl1oosing 
N ,, N2, N3, a11d N4 for a fi xed down-conversion. (Fron, Vetro, A. el al., IEEE Tr a11s. Co 11s1,111e1· Elec., 44(3), 
199.8. Witll per111ission.) 

11elc1-based predict ions, i L n1ay be applicable elsewhere, e.g., as a spatial don1ain f1 Iler some\vhere 
else in tl1e sys tem and/or for progressi,,e n1alerial. To obtain a set of spat.ial domain filters, a.11 
appropriate tra11sfor1n ation ca11 be applied. fn tl1is \vay, Equation 17.8 is expressed as 

-
Cl = ).·c1 - _ , (17.12) 

\Vhere tl1e lowercase cou11terpart. de11oce spatial equivale11ts. The expressio11 wl1icl1 transforrns X 
lo .,r is derived in ApJJendix A , Section 17.4.6. 

17.4.3 Low-RE SOLUTION MOTION COMPEN SATION 

Tl1e focus of tl1is section is to provide an expressior1 for the optin1al set of lo\v-resolution MC filters 
• given a set of down-conversion filters. The resulting filte.rs arc optin1al in tl1e least-squares sense 

as they n1inimize tl1e mea11 squared, e1Tor (MSE) bet\vee11 a reference block and a block obtained 
througl1 low-re.solution MC. Tl1e results that l1ave beep derived 'by Vetro ar1d Su11 ( 1998a) ass ume 
that a spatial do1nain filter, .,t, is ::1pplied to i11co1ni11g 111acroblocks to achieve tl1e do\vn-con,,ersio.n. 
The sch.eme shown in Figure I 7.8(a) illustrates tl1e process by \vf1icl1 reference blocks are obtained . 
First, full-resolution motion con1pen·satio11 is perfor111ed on macroblocks q , 12, f., and d. to yield /J.. 
To execute tl1is process, the filters S,;'J,S1!r),Slr>, and S,}'' are used. Basica lly, these filters represent 
tl1e mask·i11g/averaging operations of Lf1e r11otion con1pe11satior1 ir1 a n1atrix fon11. More on tl1e 
cornposition of these filters can be found in Appendjx B, Sectio11 17.4.7 . Once fl is obtained , it is 

down-converted to & via the spatial filter, ~r : 

.-
1'1 = xlz. (17.13) 
- -

The above block is cor1sidered to be tl1e drift-free refere11ce. On tl1e other l1and, ir1 tl1e sc11e111e of 
Figure l 7.8 (b), tl1e blocks a, 12., £, and d. are first subject to tl1e do\vn-conversion filter, .,r, to yield 

• 
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- -
the do,vn-converted blocks, ti., b.., ~' and d, respectively. By usi11g tl1ese dow11-converted blocks as 
input to the lo\v-res.olution motion compensation process, the follow.ing expression can be assumed: 

-
Q --• 

b ,. 
• 

~ =[ N, N4 ] Ni NJ - , ( 17. 14) 
C --(/ 

where N1.:, k = 1,2,3,4 are the unknown filters whicl1 are assun1ed to perfor111 tl1e lo\v-resolution -
motion compensation, and 11 is the ]ow-resolution prediction. These fi 1 ters are solved by di fferen-
tiating the following objective functio.n (Vetra a11d Sttn, 1998a): 

" 2 

(17.15) 

\Vith respect to each unknown filter and setting each result equal to zero. It car1 be \1erified that the 
optimal least-squares solution for these filters is given by 

(17.16 ) 

where 

(17.17) 

is the Moore-Penrose inverse (La Ac.aster a11d Tismenetsky, 1985) for an 111 x ii matrix with 111 $ 11. 

In the solution of Equation 17. I 6, the sup.erscript ,. js added to the filters, Nk, due to tJ1eir dependency 
on the full-resolution motion compensation filters. In using the.se filters to perfor111 the lo\v-- ,.. 
resolution moti0n compensation, the MSE between 11 and !J. is minimized. It should be en1pt1asized 
that Equation 17.16 represents a generalized set of MC filters which are applicab le to any x, \vhich 
operates on a single macroblock. For the special case of th·e 4 x 4 cut, these fi I ters are equivalent 
to the ones that were dete1111ined by Morky and Anastassiou ( I 994) to n1inin1ize the drit·t. 

In Figure 17.9, two equivalent MC schemes are shown. However, for implementation purposes., 
the optimal MC scheme is realized in a cascade for111 rather than a direct fom1. The reason is that 
the direct-for1n filte~s are depende·nt on the matrices, which perfor1n ·full-resolution MC. Although, 
these matrices were very useful in analytically expressing the full-resolutio11 MC process, the·y 
require a huge amount of storage due to their depe11d.ency on the prediction mode, motion vector, 
and hal1._pixeJ-accuracy. Instea.d, the three linear processes in E.quation J 7.13 are separated , so that 
an: up-conversion , full-resolution MC, and down-c·onversion can oe performed. Alfhough one may 
be able tG guess such a scheme, w,e have proved here that it is an optimal scheme provided the up
conversion filter is a Moore-Penrose inverse of the down-conversion filter. Vetro and Sun ( 1998b), 

' 

the optimal MC scheme, which employs frequency synthesis, to a nonoptimal MC scheme, wl1ich 
employs bj1linear i'nterpola.tion, and an optima.1 M·C scheme, which employs the 4 x 4 cut down
conversion. Significant reductions in the a·mount of drift were realized by both optimal MC sc,l1en1es 
over the method, which used bilinear interpolation as the method of up-conversion. But more 
importantly, a 35% reduction in the amount of drift was realized by the opti111a] MC scheme ·using 
frequency synthesis over the optimal MC scheme using the 4 x 4 c·ut. 
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FIGURE 17.9 Opti 1nal low-re sc.)lution MC scheme: direct form (top) vs. cascade form (bottom). Borh forms 
yie ld eq·uivalent quality , but vary signifi cantly ,n the am·ount of internal memory. (From Yetra, A., et al., IEEE 
Tra,1s. Co11 s£1111e r Elec ., 44(3), 1998 . With pen11ission.) 

17.4.4 THREE-LA YER SCALABLE DECODER 

In this seclion, we show how tl1e key algoriLhrns for do\vn-conversion and motion compensation are 
• 

integrated into a lhree-layer scalable decoder. The central concept of this decoder is that three layers 
o.f resolution can be decoded using a decreased amount of men1ory 1·or the lower resolution layers. 
Also , regardless of which layer is being decoded, much of the logic can be st1ared. Thr:ee possible 
decoder configuratior1s are considered: full-memory decoder (FMD), half-n1emory decoder (HM:D), 
and quarter-men1ory decoder (QMD). Tl1e low-resolution decoder configurations are ba.sed on the 
key algorithms, which were described for do\vn-conversion and n1otion compensat ion. In the fol
lowing, tl1ree possible architectures are discussed tl1at provide equal quality, but vary in system-le\1el 
comp'Jexity. The first (ARCH I) is based on tl1e low-resolution decoder modeled in Figure 17.6(b), 
the second (ARCH2) is very similar, but atten1pts to reduce the 1DCT cornputation, while the tl1ird 
(ARCH3) is concerned with Lhe amount of interface \vith an existing l1igh-Jevel decoder. 

With regard to functionality, all of tl1e arcl1itectures share simi lar characteristics. For one, an 
efficient implementation is achieved by arranging tl1e logic in a hier,1rchical manner, i.e., employing. 
separable process ing. In this way, tl1e FMD configuration is tl1e si1nplest and serves as the logic 
core on which other decoder configurations are built. In the -HMO configuration, an additional 
horizontal down-conversio11 and up-cor1version are perfonned. In the QMD configuration, all of 
the logic components fro1n tl1e HMD a1·e u.tilized., such that an additiona l vertical do'\vn-con\1ersion 
is performed after a horizontal down-conversion, a11d an additional ve,rtical up-conversion is per
formed after a horizontal up-conversion. In summary, the logic for the HMD is built on the logic 
for the FMD, and the logic for the QMD is built on tl1e logic of the HMD. Tl1e total systen1 contains 
a moderate increas,e in logic, but HD bitstreams may be decoded to a lo\ver resolution \Vith a sn1aller 
amou·nt, of exLernal n1emory. By si111ply ren1oving external n1en1ory, lo\ver layers can be achieved 
at a reduced cost. 
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FIGURE 17.10 Block diagram of various three-layer scalable decoder architectures; all arcl1itectures provide 
equal qu~ity with varying system complexity: (a) ARCH 1, derived directly from block diag ram of assutned 
low-resoJucion decoder; (b) ARCH2, redu.ce computation of JDCT by combining d.ow11-conversion and IDCT 

• 

filters; (c) ARCH3 , minimize interface \Vith existing HL decoder by moving linear filtering for down -convers1on 
outside of the adder. (From VeJro, A. et al., IEEE Tra,zs. Co11s1-1111e1· Elec., 44(3), 1998. Witl1 pern1ission.) 
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The con1plete block diagram of ARC.HI is shown in Figure 17. l O(a). The diagram shO\vn here 
assumes t \.VO things: ( I) the initial system model of a low-resolution decoder from Figure I 7 .6(b) 
• 

is assumed, and (2) tl1e down-conversions in the ir1coming branch are perfo11ned after the 1DCT to 
avoid any confusion regarding n1acroblock format conversion~ in the OCT don1ain (Vetro and Sun, 
l 998b). In looking at the resulting systen1, it is evident tl1at full compl1tation of the IDCT is required, 
and that two independent down-conversion operations must be perfom1ed. The latter is necessary 
so that low-resolution predictions are added to low-resolution residuals. Overall, the increase in 
logic for the added feature of 111eniory savings is quite small. However, it is evident that ARCH l 
is not tl1e most cost-effect ive imple·n1er1tation, but it represents the foundation of previous assump
tions, and allo,vs us to a11alyze better the in1pact of tl1e l\VO modified arcl1ite.ctures to follow. 

In Figure 17. l O(b), the block diagran1 of ARCH2 is sho\vn. Ir1 this system, realizing tI1at the 
IDCT operat ion is sin1ply a line,1r filter reduces tl1c co1nbined co1nputation for the 1DCT and down
conversion. In the FMD, we k110,v tl1at a fast IDCT is applied separately to tl1e ro\.vS and columns 
01· an 8 x 8 block . For tl1e HMO, our goal is to combine the horizontal down-conversio n \virh the 
horizonta l IDCT. In the 1-D case, a11 8 x 16 111atrix can represe11t the l1orizontal down-conversion, 
and an 8 x 8 matrix can repre.sent the horizontal IDCT. Combjning rl1ese processes, suc.h tl1at tl1e 
down-conversion operates on tl1e incoming OCT rows first, results in a combined 8 x 16 matrix. 
Tp comp lete tl1e transformatio n, the remaining colun1ns can then be apglied to the fast IDCT. In 
the above descript ion, computational sa,,ings are achieved in two places: firsc, the horizo11tal IDCT 
is fully absorbed into tl1e down-conversion co,mputation which n1,ust take place anyway, and, seco11d, 
the fast IDCT is utilized for a smaller an1ount of c.olumns. In the case of the QMO, these san1e 
principles can be used to cornb ine the vertical down-conversion with tl1e vertical IOCT .. In this 
case, one must be aware of the n1acroblock type (field-DCT or frame-DCT) so that an -appropriate 
filter can be applied. In contrast co tl1e previous two architectures, ARCH3 assumes that tl1e entire 
front-end processing of the decoder is used; it is shown in Figure 17 .5. 1n tJ1is \Vay, the adder is 
al\vays a full-resolution adder, wl'lereas in ARCH 1 ·and ARCH2, tl1e adder needed to handle all 
three layers ·of resolution. The major benefit of ARCH3 is tl1at it does not require n1any intert·ac~s 
with the exist ing decoder structure. Tl1e 111en1ory is really the only place where a ne,v intert·ace 
needs to be defined. Essentia lly, a down-conversion filtering may be appJied before storing the data, 
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and an up-conver sion filtering. may be applied , as tI1e data is needed for full-resolutio11 MC. This 
·final architecture i's similar in principle to the en1bedded compress ion scl1err1es that were 1nentioned 
in the beginning of this section. The 1nain difference is tt1at tl1e resolution of the dala is decreased 
ratl1er t]1an co1npressed. Tliis allows a simpler means of low-reso lution display. 

17 .4.5 SUMMARY OF DOWN-CONVERSION DECODER 

A number of integrated solutions for a scalable decoder have been prese nted. Each deco der is 
capable of decoding directly to a Jower resolution using a reduced an1ount of memory in comparison 
with the men1ory required by the high-level decoder. The n1ethod of frequency synthesis is suc
cessful in better preserving tl1e high -frequency da.ta \1Jitt1in a macroblock, tl11d the filtering that is 
used to perforn1 optimal lo\v-resolution MC is capable of 1ni nin1i2i ng tl1e dri rt. It ~1as bee n sho\vn 
that a realizable implementation can be achieved1 suct1 that the filters for optin1al low-resolution 
MC are equi, ,alent to an up-conversion, full-resolution MC, and ror dO\.v11-co nversion, \Vhere the 
up-conversion filters are dete1 rnined b.y a Moore-P enrose inverse of tl1e do\.vn-co nversion. The 
am:ount of logic required by these processes is kept 111inimal since Lhey are realized i11 a hierarchical 
structure. Since the down-conv ersion and up-conversion processes are linenr, the aTchitec ture design 
is flexible in that equal qua.lity can be acl1ieved \.Vitl1 varying levels of systern con1plexity. Tl1e first 
architecture that we examined came from the initial assumption tl1at were n1ade on the lo\.v
resolution decoder, i.e., a down-conv ersion is perforn1ed before ll1e adde r. It vvas 11oted that a full 
IDCT computation was requir ed and that a down-conversion must be p.erfor111ed in L\VO places . As 
a result , a second architecture \Vas presented to reduce the IDCT con1putat ion, and a third \Vas 
presented to rninim,ize the an1ou,nt of interface \.Vith the existing high- level deco der. The major point 
he,re is that the advantages of ARCH2 and ARCH3 cannot be rea lized by a single f1rchitecture. The 
reason is that perfo11ning a down-conversion in the incorning branch reduces tl1e IDCT co mputation; 
tl1erefore, a down-conversion n1u_st be performed af'ter the full-resolution MC as well. In any case, 
equal quality is offered by each archite cture and the quality is of co mmercial grade. 

17.4.6 OCT-To-SPATIAL TRANSFORMATION 

Our objective in this section is to express the following DCT don1ain relationship : 

i\1-1 N-1 

A(k,L) = L, L,[ x k.1(p,q)A(p,q)] ( 17.18) 

p=O q=O 

as 

ltf - 1 N-1 

a(i,j) = L, L,[x;.j(s, t)a(s, t) ], ( 17 . 19) 

s=O t =O 

where A and a are the OCT and spatial output, A and a are the OCT and spatial input, and X and 
.x are the OCT and spatial filters, respectively . By def111ition, the M x N DCT transform is defi 'ned by 

• 

/.1- 1 N-1 

A(k,l) = L, L, a(i,j)'V~ (i)'V~ (i) (17 .2.0) 

i=O j =O 

and its inverse, the M x N IDCT by 
• 

·M-1 N- 1 

a(i,j)= L, L,A(k,l)'V;'(i)'l!~(j), (17.21) 

k=O l=O 
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where the basis function is given by 

and 

\1t N -
't' * - -

2 
a(k)cos 2i + 1 k1t 

N 2.N · 

I 
a(k) = -fi 

I 

for 

for 

k = O· , 

k ~ 0 . 

By substituting Equation 17.22 into the expression for the IDCT yields 

Nf- 1 N-1 1'1-1 N"-1 

a(i, J) = L L 'Vt1 (i)'V:' (J). L L xk_,(p.q )A(p.q) 
k=O l=O p=O q=O 

M- 1 N-1 ~1- 1 N-1 

= L L,A(p,q) · L L,x*.1(p,q)'Vt'(i)'V~(i) · 

Substituting the DCT definition into the above gives the following, 

/.1-1 ,V- 1 M- 1 N-1 1'1-1 N-1 

389 

(17 .22) 

(17 .23) 

(17.24) 

a(i,J) = L, L, L, L,a (s,t)'V:1(s)'V;(r) L, L,[x k.1(p,q)·'VZ'(i)'V;(1)]. (17.25) 
p= O q=O s=O t=O k=·O l=O 

Finally , Equation 17.17 can be formed with 

Af-1 N-1 i\1-1 N-1 

xi.i(s,t) = L, L, 'VZ1(i)· 'V;'(J) L, L,(xk.,(p,q) ·'V:'(s)'V;(1) (17.26) 

k-=O l=O k=O l=O 

and the transfo11nation is fully defined. 

17.4.7 FULL-RESOLUTION MOTION COMPENSATION IN MATRIX FORM 

In 2-D, a motion compensated rnacroblock may l1ave contributions from at rnost four n1acroblocks 
per motion vector. As noted in Figure 17.11, macroblocks a, b, c, and d include four 8 x 8 blocks 
each. These subbloc.ks are raster-scanned so that eacl1 macroblock can be represented as a vector. 
According tQ the motion vector, (d.x, dy), a local re.ference, ()1

1,) 1
2), is computed to indicate where 

the origin of the motion compensated block js located; the local reference is dete1111ined by 

where 
• 

)', = d),-16 · [!11tege1·(d)1/l 6)- ry( dy)] 

)'
2 

= dx- l 6 · [ /11teger( dx/16)-y( dx)), 

l', if d < 0 and d mod 16 = 0 

y( d) = 0, otherwise . 

• 

( 17.27) 

( 17.28) 
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FIGU:RE ·17.11 Relationship bet\veen the input and output blocks of tl1e n1otion co mpensation process i11 

the FR·D. (From Vetro, A. et al., IEEE Tra11s. Co11s1,111er El ec., 44(3), 1998. Wilh pcr1nission.) 

The reference point for this value is the origin of the upper-left-n1ost input macroblock. With 
this, the motion-compensated ·prediction may be expressed as 

/71 {l -

Ji= 
/12 

= [ s~r) s(,..) s (r) 5(r)] . b 
( 17.29) -

1· = I , 2, 3, 4. - • 

/13 I, C " ' C -
/14 d , _ -

As an ex.ample, Figure 17 .11 co11siders (),1, ) '2) e [0,7], which implies tl1at ,· == I . In this case tlle 

motion compensation filters are given by 

M1 M2 M3 M4 0 0 0 0 

s(1.> = 0 M, 0 M3_ s {I) - M2 0 M4 0 
a 0 0 M, M2 ' b - 0 0 0 0 ' 

0 0 0 M,. 0 0 M2 0 
( 17.30) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

s<1> = 
0 0 0 0 

3(.1) = 0 0 0 0 

M ' • ~ M4. 0 0 C. 0 0 0 0 3 

0 M 3 0 a M4 Q 0 0 
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lr1 the above equations, tl1e M1, M2, M3 > and M4 matrices operale on the relevant 8 x 8 blocks of 
a, b, c> and cl. Tl1eir elements will vary according Lo the amount of overlap as indicated by (),

1
, y?) 

a1ld the type of prediction. The type of predictior11nay be frame based or field based and is predicted 
witl1 half-pixel accuracy. As a result, Ll1e n1atrices S<~'>, sir>, s:r>, and S,J'>, are extremely sparse and 
111ay o_nly contain nonzero values of 1, 1h, and 1/.i. For different values of (),1,) ,2) tl1e configuration 
of tl1e above ,natrices will change: ) ' t E [0,7] and )'2 E [8, 15] implies,.= 2; y

1 
E [8,151 and )'i E 

(0,7] implies ,-= 3; )1
1, y2 E [.8, 15] i111.plies ,. = 4. The resulting matrices can easily be forr11ed using 

tt1e concepts illL1strated in Figure l 7.1 J. 

17.5 ERRO R CONCEALMENT 

1 7 .5 .1 BACKGROUND 

Practica l con1111u11ications cl1annels available for delivery of compressed · digital video are cl1arac
terized by occ,lsional bit c1Tor a11d/or packet loss, although tl1e actua'J impairment mechanism varies 
\Videly \Villi tl1e specific r11edium under consideration. The class of decoder error concealment 
schemes described here is based on identification and predictive replacen1ent of picture regions 
affec ted by bit error or data loss. It is 11oted that this approacl1 is based on conversion (via appropriate 
error/loss detec tion mechanisn1s) of the transmission medium into an erasure ch.an·n:el in \Vl1icl1 all 
error or loss ever1ts ca,1 be ide11tified in tl1e received bit-strearn. In a block.-structure-d compression 
algorithn1 such ,1s MPEG , all channel impairn1ents are n1anifested as erasures ot· video units (such 
as MPEG rnacrob locks or slices). Concealment at the decoder is then based on explpiti11g temporal 
and spatial pic ture redu11dancy to obtain an estimate of erased picture areas. The e:fficiency of en·or 
concea lment depends on redt1ndancies in pictures and on redundancies in the compressed bitstreani 
that are not rernoved by source coding. Block co1npress·ion algoritl1n1s do not remove a considerable 
amount of inter-block redundancies, sucl1 as structure, texture, and motion infort11ation about objects 
in the scer1e. 

To be n1ore s.pecific, error resilience for compressed video can be achieved tl1rough the addi_Lion 
of suitabl e Lra11sport and error concealmer1t n1etl1ods, as outline.d in the systern block diagra,n -s·hown 
in Figur e 17. I 2. 

The key eleme11ts of such a robust video delivery system are outlined be}o\v: 

• The video signal is encoded using an appropriate video compr ession syntax Stich as 
MPEG. Note tbat we t1ave restricted consideration primarily to the practical case in which 
the video cornpression process itself is not modified, and robustness is achieved tl1rougl1 
additiv e transport and decoder concealn1ent mecl1anisms (except for I-fra111e 1notion 
described in Section 17.4.3). 'This approacl1 simplifies encoder design, since it se,parates 
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( or optional high 

• ty layer) 
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F.ncode Encode 
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priority layer 
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FIG URE 17 .12 Sys_te111 block diagram of visual co1n1nunication system. 
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111ed'ia-independent video con1pression functions fron1 111edia-dependen t transport oper
ations. On the receiver side, althougl1 a similar separation is substant ially maintain·ed, 
tl1e video decoder must be modified to support an ''e rror token'' interface and error 
concealn1ent functionality . 

• Con1pressed video data is organized i11to a systemati c data structure with appropri ate 
l1eaders for identification of the tempora l and spatial pixel-doma in loca tion of encoded 
data (Joseph et al., 1992b). When an erroneou s/lost packet is detected, tl1ese video units 
serve as resynchroni zation points for resumption of normal decodi ng, wt1ile the headers 
provide a means for precisely locating regions of the picture that \Vere not correct I y 
received. Note that two-tier systems n,ay require additio11~:1l transport-level support for 
h1gl1-and low-priority (HP/LP) resyncl1ron iz,1tion (Siracusa et al., 1993 ). 

• The video bitstream may optionally be segregated into tvvo layers for prioritized transport 
(Ghanbari, 1989; Kis·11no et al., l 989; Karlsson and Vetter Ii, I 989; Zdep ski ct al., J 989~ 
Joseph et al., I 992a,b ; Siracusa, 1993) \Vhen a high degree of error re i I ience is required. 
Note that separation into high and low priorities may be acl1ieved either by us ing a 
hierarchi cal (layered) compression algorithm (Ghanbari , 1989; Siracusa 1 l 993) or by 
direct code\vord pa.rsing (Zdepski et al., 1989; 1990). Note that boll1 these layering 
mechanisms have been accepted for standardization by MPEG -2 (ISO/IEC, 1995). 

• Once the te.mporal and spatial location(s) corresponding to lost or incorrec t 1 y rece ived 
packets is dete11nined by the decoder, it \viii execute an error-conceal ment procedure for 
replacement of lost picture areas with subjectively acceptable material es timated from 
available picture regions (Harthanck et al., 1986; Jeng and Lee, 1991 ; Wang and Zhu. 
1991 ). Generally, this error concealment procedure wi II be applied to al I era ed blocks 
in one-tie ·r (single~priority) transmission systems, \vhile for two-tier (HP/LP ) channels 
the concealment process may optionally ignore loss of LP data . 

• In the following subsections, the technical ·detail of some commonly used error concea l
ment algorithms is provided . Specifically, we focus on the recovery of codew ord errors 
and erro.rs that affe·cl the pixels within a macroblock . 

17.5.2 ERROR CONCEALMENT ALGORITHMS 

In general , design of specific error-concealment strategies depends on tl1e sys ten1 des ign. For 
example, if two-layered transmission is used, the receiver should be designed to concea l high
priority error and low-priority error with different strategies. Moreover , if some redund ancy (' 'steer
ing info1111ation'') could be added to the encoder the concealment could be more effic ient . Ho\vever, 
we first assume that the encoder is defined for maximum c·ompression efficie ncy, and that co nceal
ment is only perforn1ed in the receiver. It should be noted that some exen1ptions exist for this 
assumption. These exemptions include the use of I-frame motio.n vectors, sca labili ty concea lment , 
and limitation of slice len.gth (to perform acceptable concealment in the pixel domain the limit ation 
of slice le.ngth exists, i.e., the length of slices can.not be longer than one row of picture) . Figure 17.13 
shows a block diagram of a generic one/two-tier video decoder with error concealn1ent. 

Note that the figure shows two stages of decoder concealment in the codewo rd domain and 
pixel domain, respectively. Codeword domain concealment , in which locally generated decoda ble 
codewords (e.g., B-picture motion vectors, end-of-block code, etc .) are inserted into the bitstream, 
is convenient for im·plementation of simple temporal replacement functions (which in principle can 
also be performed in the pixel dam.ain). The s~cond stag.e of pixel domain processing is for temporal 
and spatial operations not conveniently done in the cod.eword domain. Advanced spatial processing 
will generally have to be perfo1med in the pixel domain, although limited codeword domain options 
can also be identified. 
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FIGURE 17.13 MPEG video decoder with error concealment. 

17.5.2.1 Codeword Domain Error Concealment 

The codeword domain concealment receives video data and error tokens from the transport pro
cessorNLD . Ur1der nom1al conditions, no action is taken and the data are passed along to the video 
decod er. When an error token is received, damaged data are repaired to the exter1t possible by 
insertion of loca lly generated codewords and. resynchronization codes. An er.ror region ID is also 
created to indicate the image region to be concealed by subsequent pixel domain processing. Two 
rnecl1anisms have been used in codeword don1air1 error concealment: neglect the effect of lost data 
by declaring ar1 end of block (EOB), or replace the Jost data with a pseudo-code to l1aridle the 
n1acroblock-typcs or other VLC codes. If l1igh-level data such as de or macroblock header is lost, 
tl1e codeword dornain concealment with pseudo-codes can only provide signal resyr1cl1ronization 
(decodability ) ar1d replaces Lhe in1age scene with a fixed gray level in the error region. Obviously, 
further im·provement is needed in tl1e video decoder. Thi.s task is implemented with the error 
concea lment in the video decoder. It is desirable to replace erased I- or P-picture regions \Vith a 
reason.ably accurate estimate to minimize the impact of frame-to-frame propagation . 

17 .5 .2 .2 Spatiotemporal Error Concealment 

In general, two basic approaches are used for spatial domain error concea ln1ent: temporal replace
ment and spatia l interpolation . In ten1poral replacement, as sl10\vn in Figure 17.14, the spatially 
correspo nding ones in tl1e previously decoded data with n1otion compe nsation replace tl1e damaged 
blocks in the current frame jf motion information is available. Tl1is method exploits temporal 
redundancy in the reconstructed video signals and provides satisfactory resu lts in areas with small 
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FIGURE 17.14 Error concealment uses temporal replenishment \Vitl1 n1otion co1npensation. 
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FIGURE 17.15 Error co nceaJment uses spatial interpolation with the da ta fron1 good neig hbor . (From Sun, 
H:. and K\\ rok, W. IEEE Trans. In,age Proc., 4(4), 470-47 7 , 1995 . With per1ni ·. ion .) 

motion and for \\1hich moti on vec tors are provided . If motion inf om1ation i lo_ t , thi method ,i.,ill 
fail in the mo\ 1ing area s. In the method of spatial interpolati on a ho,vn in Fi g ure 17. l 5 , the los t 
block s are interpolated by lhe data from the adjace nt nonerr or bloc k ,,,ith max in1ally mooth 
reconstruct io n criteria or other tec hnique s. 

In thi s meth ·od , the correlation belween adjace nt block s in the rece ived and reco r1 ·trL1cted \1ide o 
signal s is exploited. Ho\\ 1ever seve re blurrin g \viii re ult from thi method if data in adja ce nt blo cks 
are al so los r. 1n an 1'1PEG decode r, temp oral replacement outlin ed abo \ e i b ·~ ed on prev io.usly 
decoded anchor (I, P) pi cture s that are ava ilable in the fran1e me mory. l f n1ot ion ector co rre 
sponding to pixel s in the era sure reg ion can al o bee rimated , thi te mp ora l rep lace ment operatjo n 
can be impro ve d via motion compensatior1. Also, in. the MPEG dec od e r. group ot· video pixe ls 
(block s, macroblocks , or slice s) are separat ely decode d , so that pixel a lue and moti o n in forn1ation 
corresponding to adjacent pictur e regions are generally available fo r pa ria l concea lme nt . HO\Ve\'er 
estimation from horizontally adjacent blo cks may not al\vay s be usefu l ince cell lo te nds Lo 

affect a number of adja ce nt blo cks (due to the MPEG and ATM data stru ctur e ); al o differential 
encoding bet,veen horizontall y adjacent blocks tends to limit the utilit y o.f data ob tained from such 
neighbor s . Therefore , mo st of the usable spati al inforr11ation w ilJ be located in block s above or 
belp\v the damaged region . That is , vertica ·1 proces s iJ1g/co ncea lrnent is foL1nd to be n1os t ·usef ul du e 
to the transmi ss ion order of the data . 

For I-pictures ~ the damaged data can be reco nstructed by either temp oral repl aceme nt from th e 
pre, ,iously decoded anchor frame or by spatial interpolati on from good nei ghb ors. Th ese t\ VO 

methods \viii be discus sed later. For P~ and B-pi cture s, the main strategy to co ncea l th e los t data 
is to replace the region with pix.els from the corresponding (and po ss ibl y moti o n-co mp e nsated ) 
location in the previo ·usly decoded anchor. In thi s replacem ent the motion vec tor s pla y a very 
important role. 1n other words , if ''g ood ' ' estimate s of motion information ca n be obtain ed , its use 
may be the least noticeable correction. Since DPCM coding for mot ion vec tor s only ex ploited the 
correlation s bet\ve ·en the horizontally neighborin g macroblo cks, the red undan cy betwe e n the vertical 
neighborhood still exi sts after encoding . Ther efore , the lost moti on information ca n be es timated 
from the vertical neighbo .rs . ln the following , thre e algorithms th·at ha ve been deve loped for error 
concealment in the video decoder are described . 

Algorithm 1: S,patial interpolation o.f missing I-picture data and ten1poral replacement for P
and 8-pictures with motion compensation (Sun et al. 1992a ): 

For I-pictures , de values of damaged block are replace ·d by the interpolation from the closest 
top and bottom good neighbors; the ac coefficients of tb.ose blo cks are sy nthesized from 
the de valu .es of the su,rrounding neighboring bl0ck s . 

For P-pictures , the previously d'ecoded an.char frames with motion co mpensation re ,place tl1e 
lost blocks. The lost m.otio ·n vectors are estimated b·y interpolation of the ones from the 
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top and bottom macroblocks. If motion vectors in both top and bottom macro.blocks are 
not available, zero n1otion vectors are used. The same strategy is used for B-pictures; the 
only difference is that the closest anchor frame is used. In other \Vords, the damaged part 
of the B-picture could be replaced by either the forward or back\vard anchor frame, 
depending or1 its temporal positio11. 

Algorithm 2: Tempo ral replacement of missing I-picture data and temporal replacement for 
P- a11d B-pictures with top motion co111pensation: 

For I-pictures, the damag ed blocks are replaced \Vitl1 the co]ocated ones in the previously 
decoded a11chor fr,\me. 

For P- and B-pictures, the closest previously decoded anchor frame replaces the damaged 
part with n1otion cornpensation as in tt1e Algorithm l. The only difference is that the 
motio11 vectors arc estin1ated only from the closest top macroblock inste ad of interpolation 
of top and botton1 motion vectors. This makes the implementation of this scheme much 
easier. If lt1ese motion vectors are not available, then zero motion vectors are use·d. 

In the above two algorithms, the damaged blocks in an I-picture (anchor frame) are concealed 
by two merl1ods: ten1poral replacement and spatial interpolation . Temporal replacernent is able to 
provide h'igh-resol ution i n1age data to subsri tute for lost data; however, in motion areas, a big 
differen ce n1ighL exist between the current intracoded frame and the previou sly decoded frame. Jn 
this case, temp oral replacement will produce large shearing distortion unle ss some motion-based 
proce ss ing can be applied at the deco_der. However, this type of processing is not generally available 
since it is a co111putationally de,nanding task to con1pute motion trajectories locally at the decoder. 
In co ntrast, the spatial interpolation approach synthesizes lost data from the adjacent blocks in the 
same frame . TJ1erefore, the intraframe redundancy between blocks is exploit ed, while the potential 
probl em of severe blurring due to insµfficient high-order ac coefficients for active areas. To alleviate 
this prob len1, an adapti ve concealment strategy can be used as a compromise; rhis is described in 
Algorjthm 3. 

Algorithm 3: Adaptive spatiotemporal replacement of 1nissing I-picture data and temporal 
repla cement wi1t1 motion con1pensation for P- and B-pictures: 

For I-pictures, the damaged blocks are concealed with ten1poral replacement or spatial 
interpolation accordin·g to the decision n1ade by the top and bottom macroblocks, \vt1ich 
is shown in Figure 17 .16. The decision of \Vhicl1 concealment method to use \Viii be based 
on the more cheaply obtained measures of image activity from tl1e neighboring to~ ~nd 
bottom macroblock s. Q,ne candidate for the decision processor is to make the decision 
based on prediction error statistics measured in the neigl1borhoo·d. The decision region is 
shown in Figure 17 .1·6, wl1ere 

VAR= E[(x-x)2 ], 

V AROR = E[x2 ]-µ2
, 

(17.31) 

. . " . h rres·pondi no mac-and x is the neiohborin o oood n1acroblock data, ~t ts the d11ta oft e co · 0 

· . o . o o . . d µ is the average 
roblock 1n the prev1ousl.y decoded frame at the colocated pos1t1on, an . te 

. . . . One can apprec1a 
value of the ne1ghbor1ng goo.d macroblock data tn the current frame. . etail. If VAR> 
that VAR is indicative of the local motion and VAROR of the local spati~l d 5 in the 

I I · h 15 set to 
VAR?R and VAR > T, where T is ~ pres~t t_hreshold .va ~~. \l/ 11c < VAROR.or VAR< 
experiments, the concealment n1ethod rs spatial 1nterpolat1on, tf VAR 
T, the concealment method is ten1poral replacement. 

• 
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FIGURE 17.16 Adaptive error concealment strategy. (From Sun. H. and K\vok, W., IEEE Trc111s. /111age 

P,·oc., 4(4), 470-477, l 995. With permission.) 

It should be no·ted that the concealmenl for lun1inance is performed 0 11 a block basis instead 
of 1nacroblock basis, \vhile the chron1inance is still on the macroblo,ck basis. Tl1e detail ed 
decisions for the luminance blocks are described as follo\,vs: 

• If both top and bottorn are temporally replaced, tl1e.n four blocks (0, I , 2 c111d 3) are 
replaced by the colocated ones (colocated means no motion cornp ensation) in the pre
viously decod'ed frame. 

• If top is temporally replaced and bottom is spatially interpolated, then blocks O and J 
are replaced by the colocated ones in the previously decoded anchor frame and blocks 
2 and 3 are interpolated from the block boundaries. 

• If top is spatially interpolated and bottom is temporally replaced, then blocks O and 1 
are interpolated from the boundaries, and blocks 2 and 3 are replaced by the colocated 
ones in the previously decoded anchor frame. 

• If both top and bottom are not temporally replaced, all four blocks are spatially inter
polated. 

In spatial interpolation, a n1axirnal smoothing technique with boundary conditions under 
certain smoothness measures is .used. The spatial interpolation pr.ocess is ca.rried out witl1 
two steps: the mean value of the damaged block is first bilinearly interpolated with ones 
from the neighboring blocks; then spatial i_nterpoiation for each pixel is performed with 
a Laplacian operator. Minimizing the Laplacian on the boundary pixels using tl1e iterati,,e 
process (Wang and Zhu, 1991) enforces the proces·s of maximum smoothness. 

For P- an.d B-pictures a similar concealmen·t method is used as in Algorithm 2 except motion 
v·ectors from top and bottom neig.hboring macroblocks are used for top two blocks and 
bottom two blocks, respectively. 

A s.chematic b·lock diagram for implementation of adaptive error concealment for intracoded 
f1·ames is given in Figure 17..17. Corrupted n1acroblocks are first in.dic:ated by error tokens obtained 
via the transpo.rt inte,rface. Then, a d.ecision regarding which. conceal111ent method (ten1poral replace
ment 0r spatial interpolation) sl1ould be used is based on easily obtained measures of image activity 
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FIGURE 17.17 Tw o-sLagc error concealmenl slra1egy. (From Sun, H. and K\vok, W., IEEE T1·t111s. /111age 
Proc., 4(4), 470-477 , 1995. WiLh pcrrni ssion.) 

rrom tl1e neigl1 b()ri ng top and bol ton1 1nacroblocks. Tl1e corru·pted n1acroblocks are first classified 
into l\ ¥0 ~lasse according to the local activities. If local motion is smaller than spacjal detail, the 
corrL1pted r11acroblock, are defi11ed as the Arsl class and will be concealed by temporal replaceme r1t; 
wl1en loc,11 111otion is greater tl1an local spatial detail, tl1e corrupted r11acroblocks are defined as tl1e 
seco 11d class u11d \viii be concealed by spatial interpolatio11. Tl1e overall concealment procedure 
consists of lwo stage . First, ten1poral re-place1nent is applied to all corrupted macroblo.cks of the 
fir t class tf1rougl1out the \vholc frame. After tl1e ten1poral replacen1cnt stage, tl1e remaining uncon
cealed damaged n1acroblocks of tl1e seco11d c1ass are rnore likely to be surrounded by valid image 
macroblocks. A stage of spatial interpolation is tl1en perforn1ed on rl1e1n .. Tl1is \vjll no\.v res·ult i11 
less blurring 1 or tl1e blurring \viii be lin1ited to sn1aller areas. Tl1ere'fore, a good con1promise bet\veen 
shearir1g (discor1tinuity or shirt of ,edge or line) and blurring car1 be obtained. 

17.5.3 ALGORITHM ENHAN CEMENTS 

As d iscussed abO\'e, I-picture errors, vvl1icl1 are imperfectly concealed, will tend to propagate 
througl1 all fran1es in tl1e group of pictures (GOP). Tl1erefore, it is desirable to develop enhancen1ents 
for tl1e basic spatiotemporal error concealme11t technique Lo in1prove furtl1er the accuracy \Vith 
wh.ich 1nissing I-picture pixels are replaced. Three ne\v algorithn1s have bee11 developed for this 
purpose. The first is an exte11sion of tt1e spatial restoration tech11ique outlinec:i earlier, and is based 
on processir1g of edge ir1fom1atio11 i11 a large local ,1eig,hborhood to obtain better restoration of the 
missing data. The second a11d tl1ird are variations wl1ich invo·lve encod.er n10.dificatior1s aimed at 
improved error conceaJ-menr perfon11ance. Specifically, information such. as I-picture pseu·do-motion 
vectors, or low-resolution data i11 a ~1ierarcl1ical compression systen1 are added in the encoder. These 
redundancies can sigr1ificantly benefit error concealmer1t in the decoders tl1at must operate under 
l1igher cell loss/erro r conditions, \.Vl1ile l1avir1g a relatively n1odest impact 011 norninal image quality. 

17.5.3.1 Directional Interpolation 

In1provements in spatial interpolation algorithn1s (for use \Vith MPEG, I-picture s) have; been pro
posed (Kwok and Sun, 1993; Sun and Kwok, 1995). Jn these studies, additional smoothr1ess criteria 
and/or directi onal filtering are used for estin1ating the picture area to be replaced. Tl1e ne\v algo
ritl1rns utilize spatially correlated edge informatior1 fr01n a large local neigl1borl1ood of surrounding 
pixels and perf·orm directional or multidirectional interpolation to ,restore the missing block. TL1e 
block diagram illustrating tl1e genera] principle of th.e rcstoratio11 process is sho\vn in Figure 17 . 18. 

Thre e parts are included i11 tl1e restoration processing: edge classification, spatial 'interpolation, 
and pattern mixing . Tlie function of tl1e classifier· is to select t'he top one, t\VO, or tl1ree directions 
that strongly cl1aracterize edge orientati·o11s in tl1e surrounding 11eigl1borl1ood. Sp,atial interpolation 
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FIGURE 17.18 The multidirectional edge restoration proce · . (Fron1 Sun. H. and K,:vok, \V., IEEE T1·a11s. 
/111age Proc., 4( 4 ), 470 477, I 995. With ,permjssion.) 

is .perfonned for each of the directions determined by the classifier. For a gj·ve n direction, a series 
of 1..-:D interpolations are carried out along that direction. AJI ot· the mi sing pixel~ are j nte.rpolated 
from a \veighted average of good neighborhood pixel . The weight depend inver ely on the distance 
fr.om the missing pixe.I to the good neighborhood pixels. The purpose of pattern ,ni xing is to extract 
strong characteristic features of t\VO or more imc1ges and merge tl1em into one image, which is then 
used to replace the corrupted one. Results s.how that these aJgorithms are capable of providing 
subjectively better edge restoration in nussing areas, and may thL1S be useful for I-picture processing 
in high-error-rate scenarios. However, the computational practicality of these edge-filtering tech
niques needs further investigation for given applicatio:n scenarios. 

17 .5.3.2 I-Picture Motion Vectors. 

Motion information is very useful in concealing losses in P- and B-frames, but is not .available for 
I-pictures. This limits the concealment algorithm to spatial or direct temporal replacement a.prions 
described above, which may not always be successful in moving areas of the picture. If motion 
vectors. are made available for all MPEG frames (including intracoded ones) as an aid for error 
concealment (Sun et al., 1992a), g_o0d error concealment perfo1-mance can be obtained without the 
complexity of adaptive spatial processing. Therefore, a syntax extension has been adopted by the 
MPEG-2 where motion vectors ean be transmitted in an 1-picture as the redundancy for error-

• 

concealment purposes (Sun et al., 1992b ). The macroblock syn tat< is unGhanged, however, mquon 
vectors are interpreted in the following way: the decoded forward motion vectors belong to the 
macrebtock sp·atially below the current 1nacroblock, artd describe bow th·at macroblock can be 
replaced from the previous anchor frame in the eve11t that the mac.roblock can.not be recovered . 

• 

Simulation results have shown that subjective picture quality with I-picture motion vectors 1s 
noticeably superior to conventional temporal replacement, and that the overhead for transmitting 
the additit>naJ m·otion vectors is le.ss than 0.7% of the.total bit rate at a bit rate of abo·ut 6 to 7 MbJ?S. 
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FIGURE 17.19 Block diagram of spatial scalability \Vith error concealme.11t. 

17.5.3.3 Spatial Scalable Error Concealment 

High 

This approach for error concealment of MPEG video is based on the scalabi lity (or hierarchy) 
feature of MP EG-2 (ISO/TEC, 1995). Hiera.rchical transmission provid.es_ more possibilities for error 
concealment, whe11 a corresponding two-tier transmission media is available. A block diagram 
illustrating tl1e general principle of coding system witl1 spatial scalability and error concealment is 
shown in Figure 17.19. 

It should be noted tt1at tl1e cor1cept of scalable error c.oncealment is dil~ferent from tl1e t\vo-tier 
concept \vi th data. partitioning. Scalable concealment uses t11e spatial scalability feature in MPEG-2, 
wl1ile the two-tier case uses the data partitioning feature of MPEG-2, in \vhicl1 the data corresponds 
to tl1e same spatial resolution layer but is partitioned to two parts witl1 a breakpoint . In spatial 
scalability, tl1e encoder produces two separate bitstreams: or1e for the low-resolution base layer and 
anotl1er for the higl-1-re·solution er1J-1ancem.ent. The .higt1-resolution layer is encoded with an adapt ive 
choice o f ten1poral prediction fron1 p.revious anchor frames and compatib le spatial prediction 
(obtained fro1u tl1e up-san1p]ed low-reso1utio11 layer) correspondir1g to tl1e current te1nporal refer
ence. In th.e decoder , redundancies tJ1at exist in the ·scaling data greatly benefit the error concea lment 
proc.essi 11g. In a simple experi111ent \Vith spatially scalable MPEG·-2, \Ve consider a scenar.10 ir1 
which losses in t11e l1igh-resolution MPEG-2 video are concealed with inforrnation fror11 tl1e lo\v
reso l.ution layer. Actually., there are t\vo kinds of inforn1ation i11 tl1e lowe:r layer tl1at can be used 
to conceal the data loss in the l1igh-rest>lution layer: up-sampled picture data and scaled n1otion 
infonnation . Therefore, thr~e error concealment approacl1es are poss.ib'Ie: 

I . Up-sc111zpled s11/;stit11tio1z: Lost data are replaced by colocated up-sampled data in tl1e 
low-reso lution decoded frame. The up-san1pled picture is obtained 1·rom the lo\v-resolu
tion picture with proper up-sar11pling filter. 

2. Mixed si,bstit1,ttiorz: Lost 111acr6blocks in I-picture are replaced by colocated up-samp led 
macroblocks in tl1e low-resolution decoded frame, while lost macroblocks in P- and 
B-picture are tempora.l]y replaced by tl1e p,reviously decoded ancl1or fran1e \Vith the 
n1otion vectors for the tow-resolution layer. 

3. Motion vecto,· si.tbstitt,1tio11: The previously dee.oded an·Ghor 1·ran1e \Vith tl1e n10tion vec
tors replaces lost macrobJocks for tl1e ]ow-resolulior1 layer appropriately scaled. 

S.ince motion vectors are not a:vailable for 1-piCttJres, obviousl!Y, method 3 does not \vork for 
I-pictures (unless I-picture motion vectors, concea]n1ent n1otion vectors, of MPEG-2 are generated 
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TABLE 17.4 
S.ubjective Qua I ity Comparison 

Picture Material 

St i 11 

Slo,v motion 

Fast 111otion 

Overnll 

[terns 

Blurring 
Shearing 

Artifact blocking 

Blurring 
Shearing 

Artifact blocking 

Alg 1 

High 
None 

Mediu111 

Hig.h 
None 

Mediu.111 

Alg 2 Alg 3 

No.rye Lo\V 

None None 
None Lo,v 

None Lo\v 
LO\V LO\V 

None Lo,v 

Comn,cnts 

1·e111pora l replaccn1ent \VOrks very \Veil in no-
• 
• 1110(100 areas 

Tcn1poral rcplaccn1cnl \VOrks \veil in slo\v-
. 

111ouon areas 

Blurring l1igh None. Mediu1n T~n1poral rcp lacc111cnt cnuscs 111ore shearing; 
Shearing None High Lo,v patial interpolatio11 results in blurring; adapti, •e 

Artifact blocking High Lo,v ~1ediun1 strategy l11l111 blurti ng 1n smJl ler Jreas 

The adaptive strategy of steering the ten1poral repla.cerncnl and sp:1lial interpolation according to the 

n1easures of local activity and loca.l r1101ion gives a good t o111pron1ise be-t,veen shearing and blurring 

in encoder). Si111ulation results have shown that, on average, tl1c up- ·ttn11Jled ubstiLLJtion outper
forrns the other two, and mixed substitution also provides acceptable re~ ults in tl,e case 01· \fideo 
with srnootl1 motion. 

17.5.4 SUMMARY OF ERROR CONCEALMENT 

In t11is section, a general class of error-concealment algorithn1s for MPEG vjdeo has been discussed. 
The error-concealment approaches that have been described are practical for current ?v1PEG decoder 
irnpJen1entati.ons, and have been demonstrated to provide signi(ica11t robust11ess. Spec ifically, it has 
been shown tl1at the adaptive spatioten1poral algorith,n can provide reasonab le picture quality at 
c.ell loss ratios (CLR) as higl1 as I 0-3 ,vhen used in conjunction. These resul ts confi1111 that 
compressed video is far less fragile than originally believed when approprjate transport and con
cealment technique s are employed . The results can be sum1narized as in Table 17.4. 

Several concealn1ent algorj.thm extensions based on directio11al fi I Leri 11g, I-pictu re pseudo 
motion vectors, and MPEG-2 scalability were also co11sidered and sl10\vn to provide performance 
gains that may be useful in certain application scenarios. In vie\v of the practical benefits of robust 
video delivery, it is recom,mended that such error resilience functions (along \Vith assoc iated 
transport structure s) be important for implementation i11 en1ergi11g TV, HDTV, teleconferencing, 
and multimedia systems if tl1e cell loss rates on these transn1ission systerns are signi ficnnt. P,1rtic
u]ar,ly for terrestrial broadcasting and ATM network scenarios, we believe that robust video deliver)' 
'based on decoder error concealn1ent is an essential element of a viabl·e syste111 desig n. 

17.6 SUMMARY 

In this c.hapter, several application issues of MPBG-2 are discussed. The n1ost successf ul application 
of MPEG-2 is the U.S. HDTV standard. Tl1e otl1er application issues i11clude tr~nscoding \Vitli 
bitstream scaling, down-conversion decoding, and error concealment. Transcoding is a very inter
esting topi~ that converts the bitstrearns between differen,t standards. The error concealment is very 
useful in the noisy communication channels such as terrestrial television broadcasting. The do,vn
conversjon decoder respo.nds to the market requiren1ent du·r.ing tl1e DTV transition-period and 1ong
terrn need for displaying DTV sign.als on computer monitors. 
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17.7 EX-ERCISES 

17-1. In. DTV applicati or1s, describe the advantages and disadvantages o·f interlaced format 
and progressive forrn,1t. Explain wl1y tl1e computer jndustry favors progressive format 
and TV manufacturers like interlaced forn1.at. 

17-2. Do ,lll DTV forn1ats have square pixel format? Why is square piKel Cormat important 
for digital television? 

17-3. The bi tstream sealing is 011e kind of transcoding; according to your knowledge, describe 
several other kj nds of transcodi 11g (such as MPEG-J to JPEG) and propose a feasible 
soluti on to t1chieve the transcoding require1nents. 

17-4. Wl1al type of MPEG-2 frames will cause a higher degree of error propagation if errors 
occ L1r? Wl1at tec1'1nique of erro.r concealment is allowed by tl1e MPEG-2 syntax? Using 
tl1is technique, perform simulations with several images lo determine the penalty in the 
case of 110 errors. 

17-5. To reduce tl1e dri.ft in a down.:conversion decoder, what codjng parameters can be. chosen 
at tl1c cr1code r? Will these actio11s affect the coding perfo11nance? 

17-6. Wl1at are tl1e advantages a11d disadvantages o·f a down-conversion decoder in the fre~ 
quency do111ain and spatial domain? 
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MPEG-4 Video Standard: 

Tr1is cl1apter provides an overview of Lhe ISO MPEG-4 stan(lard. The MPEG-4 \vork includes 
natural \' ideo, sy11 tl1etic video, audio and sysle111s. Both natural and synthetic video have been 
co111bi11ed into a single part or the sta11dard, wl1icl1 is referred lo as MPEG-4 visual (lSO/IEC, 
1998,1). It should be e,11.phasized Ll1at neitl1er MPEG- I nor MPEG-2 considers synthetic video (or 
computer grapl1ics) and tt1e MPEG-4 is also the first standard to consider tl1e problem of content
bas·ed codi ng. Here we focus on the video parts of the MPEG-4 standard. 

18.1 INTRODUCTION 

As \.ve discussed in the previous chapters, MPEG bas con1pleted t,vo standards : MPEG- I that ,vas 
rhainly targeted for CD-ROM applications up to I .5 Mbps and MPEG-2 for digital TV and HD'TV 
applicat ions at bit rates between 2 and 30 Mbps. In July 1993, MPEG started its new p1·oject, 
MPEG-4 , wl1jch was targeted at providing Lechnology for n1ullin1edia applicaLions. The first \vprking 
draft (WD) \.vas con1pleted in November 1996, and the comrnittee draft (CD) of versio11 I \Vas 
completed i,1 Novemb er 1997. The draft international standard (DIS) of Ml?EG-4 was completed 
i11 Novemt)er of 1998, and the i11ternational standarcl (IS) of MPEG-4 version 1 was completed in 
February of 1999. The goal of the MPEG-4 st~ndard is to provide tt1e core technology tl1al allows 
e fficient conte11t-based storage, transniission, and n1anipulatio11 of video, grapl1ics, audio, and other 
data within a multimedia environment. As we n1entioned before~ Ll1ere exist several video-codin·g 
standards such as MPEG-1 /2, H.261, and H.263. Wl1y do \Ve need a new standard for mult,imedia 
applicat ions? In other words, are there any ne-w attractive features of MPEG-4 that tl1e current 
standard s do 1101 have or car111ol provide? Tl1e ans\ver is yes. Tl1e MPEG-4 l1as n1any interesting 
features tl1at will be described Jater in this cl1apter. Some of ll1ese features are t·oGused on in1proving 
coding efficie,,cy; some are used to provide robustness of transmission and i11teractivity \Viti, the 
e11d user. However, a1nong ll1ese features tI1e n1ost in1portant bne is tl1e content-based coding. 
MPEG-4 is tl1e first standard that supports conte,nt-based coding of audio visual objects . For content 
provide rs or authors, Ll1e MPEG-4 standard can provide greater reusabi lily, tlexibility, and n1an
ageability of the content that is produced. For net\vork providers, MPEG-4 will offer transparent 
info1 rnation, which can be interpreted and translated into tl1e appropriate native signaling r11essages 
of each network. This can be accon1plished \Vitl1 the help of relevant standard·s bodies that 11-ave 
tl1e jurisdi ction. For end users, MPEG-4 can provide 1nucl1 functionality to make the user terminal 
have more capabilitie s of interaction witl1 the- content. To reach these goals, MPEG-4 has the 
following important features: 

The contents suc}1 as audio, video, or data are represented ir1 the for111 of tJrimitive at1dio visual 
objects (AVOs). These AVOs can be natural scenes or sounds, which are recorded by video can1era 
or synthetically ge11erated by con1puters. 

The AVOs can be coniposed togetl1er to create co111pound AVOs or sce11es. 
The data associated witl1 AVOs can be 111ulliplexed and syncl1ronized so tl1at they ean be 

transp orted tl1rougl1 ne.t work cl1annels with eertai11 quality requirernents. 

403 
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18.2 MPEG-4 REQUIREMENTS AND FUNCTIONALITIES 

Since tl1e MPEG -4 standard is 1nainly targeted at mullimedia applice1Lio11s, lhere are many require
ments to ens.ure that several jmp ortant features and functionalities arc offered. These features. include 
the allo,v·ance of interacti vity, higl1 con1pression, universal access ibility, ,1nd portabi lity of audio 
and video content. From the MPEG-4 video requiren1ent document, the 1nain function.alities can 
be. summarized by the following tl1re.e aspects: content-based interactivity, content-based e fficient 
con1pression, and universal access. 

18.2.1 CONTENT-BASED INTERACTIVITY 

In addition to provisions for efficient c.oding of conventi onal video sequences, MPEG-4 video has 
the following features of content-based interactivity. 

18.2.1.1 Content-Based Manipulation and Bitstream Editing 

Tl1e MPEG-4 supports the content-based manipt1latio11 and bilstrea111 coding v.rithoul the need for 
transcoding . In MPEG-1 and MPEG -2, there is 110 syntax and no semantics for supporting true 
manipulati on and editing in the compressed do1nain. MPEG-4 provides tl1e syntax and techniqu es 
to support content-based manipulation and bitstrea1n editing. The level of access, edi ting, and 
manipulati on can be done at the object level in connection with the ·features of content-based 
scalabili ty. 

18.2.1.2 Synthetic and Natural Hybrid Coding (SNHC ) 

The MPEG-4 supports combinin g synthetic scenes or objects with natural scenes or objec ts. Thi s 
is for '' comp ositing' ' synthetic data with ordinary video, allowing for interactivity. Th e related 
techniques in MPEG .. 4 for supporting this feature include sprite coding, effic ient coding of 2 -0 
and 3-D surfaces, and wavelet coding for still textures . 

• 

18.2.1.3 Improved Temporal Random Access 

The MPEG -4 provides and efficjent method to access randomly, within a limi ted tim e, and ,vith 
the fine res·olution parts , e.g., video fram_es or arbitrarily shaped image obje cts from an aud iovisual 
sequence. This includes conventional random access at very low bit rate. Thi s feature is also 
important for content-ba sed bitstream manipulation and editing. 

18.2.2 CONT~NT-BASEO EFFICIENT COMPRESSION 

One initial goal of MPEG-4 is to provide a highly efficient coding tool with high compres :sion a l 

very low bit rates . But this goal has no\v extended to a large range of bit rates t·ron1 10 Kbps to 
5 Mbps, which covers QSIF to CCIR601 video formats. Two important items are included in this 

• requ.1rement. 

18.2.2.1 Improved Coding Efficiency 

The MPECJ-4 video standard provides subjectively better visual quality at con1parable bit rat es 
compared with the exisring or emerging standards, including MPEG-1/2 and H.26 3. MPEG-4 video 
contains many new .tools, which optimize the code in different bit rate ranges . Some experin1ental 
results have shown that it o-utperfor1ns MPEG-2 and H.263 at the low bit rates . Also, the content 
based coding reaches the similar perfonnance of the frame-based coding. 
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18.2.2.2 Coding of Multiple Concurrent Data Streams 

The ~P~G -4 l)ro~id~s the capability of coding rnultiple views of a scene efficiently. For stereo
sc~p1c video app l1cat1011s, MPE_G~4 a!l~ws the. ability 1_0 exploit redundancy in multiple viewing 
P?1nts of tl1e sa111e scene, perm1tt1ng Joint coding solutions that allow compatibility wit'h normal 
video as well as tl1e ones without coniparibiiily constraints. 

18.2.3 UNIVER SAL AC CESS 

The another in1portant feature or tl1e MPEG-4 video is tl1e feature of universal access . 

18.2.3.1 Robu stne ss in Error-Prone Environments 

The MPEG -4 video provides strong error robust11ess capabilities to allo\.V access to applications 
over a variety of vvireless and \.vired networks and storage media. Sufficient error robustness is 
provided for low-bit-rate applications under severe error conditions (e.g., long error bursts). 

18.2.3.2 Content-Ba sed Scalabil ity 

The MPEG -4 video provides the ability to achieve sca'lability \Vitl1 fine granularity in content, 
~uality (e.g., spatial and ten1poral resolution), and complexity. These scalabi1ities are especially 
intended to resu'lt in content-based scali11g of visual infon11ation. 

18.2.4 SUMMARY OF MPEG-4 FEATURES 

From above description of MPEG-4 features, it is obviou~ that the mosL important application ot· 
MPE G-4 will be in a multimedia environment. The media that can use the co,ding tools of MPEG-4 
include compuler networks, \vireless communication r1etworks, and the Internet . Although it can 
also be used for satellite, terrestrial broadcasting, and cable TV, tl1ese are still the territories of 
MPEG -2 video since MPEG-2 already has made such a large impact in the market. A large number 
of silico n solutions exist and its tecl1nology is rnore n1ature compared \Vith the current MPEG-4 
standard. Fron1 the viewpoint of coding theory, we can say there is no significant breakthrough in 
MPEG-4 video co111pared with MPEG-2 video. Therefore, we cannot expect to have a significant 
• 

improveme nt of coding efficiency \Vhe'l1 using MPEG-4 video over MPEG-2. Even though MPEG-4 
optimizes its performan ce in a certain range of bit rates, its major strengtl1 is that it provides n1ore 
functiona lity than MPEG-2 . Recently, MPEG-4 added the necessary tools to support inter laced 
material. With this addition, MPEG-4 video does support all functionalities already provided by 
MPEG- L and MPEG-2, including the provision to compress efficiently sta11dard rectangular-sized 
video at different levels of input formats, fran1e rates, and bit rates. 

Overall, tl1e incorporation of an object- or conte11t-based coding structure is the feature that 
allows MPEG -4 to provide more functionality. It enables MPEG-4 to provide the most elementary 
mechanism for interactivity and n1anipulation with objects of images or video in the compressed 
domain without the need for further seg.n1entation or transcoding at the receiver, since the receiver 
can receive separate bitstreams for different objects contained in the video . To achieve content
based coding, the MPEG-4 uses the concept of a video object plane (VOP). It is assumed that each 
frame of an input video is first segn1ented into a set of arbitrarily shaped regions or VOPs. Each 
such region could cover a particular ima.ge or video object in the scene . Therefore, tl1e input to the 
MPEG-4 encoder earl be a VOP, ·and the shape and the location of the VOP ca11 vary from fran1e· 
to trame . A sequer1ce of VOPs is referred to as a video object (VO). The different VOs r11ay be 
encoded into separate bitstrean,s. MPEG-4 ~pecifies ct·emultiplexing and con1position ·Syntax which 
provide the tools for the receiver to decode tl1e separate VO bitstrea1ns and composite them into a 
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FIGURE 18.1 Video object definiti on and format : (a) video obj ec t, (b) VOP~. 

frame. I.n this \vay, the decoders have n1ore flexibility to edit or rean·a11ge rt1e decoded video objects . 
The detailed tech.nical is.sues \\iil.l be addressed in the followi:11g sections. 

18.3 TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF MPEG-4 VIDEO 

18.3.1 OVERVIEW OF MPEG-4 VIDfO 

The .major feature of MPEG-4 is to provide the technology for object-ba ed compression , \Vhicb 
is capable of separately en.coding and decoding video objects. To explain the idea of object-based 
coding clearly, we should review the set of video object-related definition . An image scene may 
contain several objects. In the example of Figure 18.1 the scene contain the backg round and t\\ 10 

objects. The time instant of each video object is referred to as the VOP. The. concept of a VO 
provides a number of functionalitie s of MPEG-4, which are either impossjble or very difficuJt in 
MPEG-1 or MP'EG-2 video coding. Each video object is described by the inform ation of texture. 
shape, and motion vectors. The video sequence can be encoded in a way that will allow the separate 
decoding and reconstruction of the objects and allow the editing and manipulation of the original 
scene by simple operation on the con1pressed bitstream domain. The feature of object-based coding 
is also able to support functionality such as warping of synthet ic or natural text textures, image, 
and video overlays on reconstructed video objects. 

Sin,ce MPEG-4 aims at p.roviding coding tools for multimedia environments, tl1ese tools not 
only allow one to compress natural video objects efficiently, but also to comp ress synthetic objects. 
which are a subset of the larger class of computer graphics. The tools of MPEG-4 video includes 
the following: 

• Motion estimation and compen sation 
• Te~ture coding 
• Shape coding 
• S'pri te coding 
• Interlaced video coding 
• Wave.let-based texture coding 
• G·e.neralized temporal and spatial as well as hybrid scalability 

•· Error resilience. 

The technical details of these tools will be explained in the following sections . 
• 
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18.3.2 MOTION ESTIMATION AND COMPENSATION 

For object-based coding, the coding t,1sk includes two parts: texture coding and shape coding. Tiie 
current MPEG -4 video texture coding is still based on the combination of motion-compensated pre
dictior1 ar1d transrorn1 codir1g. Motion-co111pensfited predictive coding is a ,vell-kno,vn approach for 
video coding. Motion corn·pensation is used to remove interframe redundancy, and transform coding 
is used to remove intrafran1c redundancy, as in tl1e MPEG-2 video-coding scheme. Ho,vever, there are 
lots of 111odifications and technical details in MPEG-4 for coding a very wide range of bit rates. 
Moreover, MPEG-4 coding l1as been optin1ized for lo\v-bit-rate applications \Vith a numbe'r of ne\v 
tools. In ocher words, MPEG-4 video coding uses the most common coding technologies, such as 
111otion compensation and transform coding, but at tl1e san1e time, it modifies some traditional methods 
such as ,1dvanced n1ot.ion con1pensation and also creates some new features~ such as sprite coding. 

Tl1e bas ic tecl1niqt1e to perf onn n1otion-con1pensated predictive coding for coding a video 
sequence is motion estimt1tion (ME). Tl1e basic ME method used in the MPEG-4 video codin g is 
still the bloc k-n1ntchir1g tecl1nique. The basic prir1ciple of blbck rnatching for n1otion estimation is 
to find Ll1e bes t-m,1tcl1ed block in the previous frame for every block i11 tl1e current frame . Tl1e 
displaceme nt of the bes t-matched block relative to the current block is referred to as tl1e motion 
vector (MV ). Posi tive values for both motion vector component s indicate th,1t the best-matched 
block is on the bottom right o·f tl1e current block. The motion-compensated prediction difference 
block i formed by subtracting the pixel values of the best-m·atcl1ed block from the current block, 
pixel by pixel. The difference block is then coded by a texture-coding method . In MPEG-4 video 
coding, the ba ic techniqu e of texture coding is a discrete cosine tra·nsformati on (DCT). The coded 
motion vec tor in fonn ati or1 and difference block in forrnation is co ntained in the compressed bit
strearn , wt1ich is transn1itted to the decoder. Tl1e major issues in the n1otion estimation a11d corn
pensa tion are tl1c same as in tl1e MP EG-1 and MPEG-2 \Vl1ich include the n1atching .criterion , the 
size of sea rch w i 11dow (searcl1ing range), tl1e size of n1atching block , tl1e accuracy of n1otion vectors 
(one pixe l or half-pixel), and inler/intramode decision. We are not go ing to repeat these t9pics and 
wi.11 foc us on the new features ir1 the MPEG-4 video coding. Tl1e feature of tl1e advanced n1otion 
predi ction is a 11e\.v tool of MPEG -4 video. Tl1is feature includes l\.VO aspec ts: adaptiv e selection 
of 16 x 16 bloc k or fo·ur 8 x 8 blocks to matct1 the current 16 x 16 block and overlapped motion 
con1pensc1tio11 for I un1inance block. 

18.3.2 .1 Adaptive Selection of 16 x 16 Block or four 8 x 8 Blocks 

The purp ose of the adaptive selection of tl1e r11atclung block size is to enl1ance coding efficiency 
furth er. Tl1e cod ing performar1ce n1ay be improved at lovv bit rate since Ll1e bits for codi11g prediction 
differen ce could be oreatly reduced at th.e li111iled extra cost for increasing n1otion vectors. Of 
cours e, if the cos t of

0

codin o motion vectors is too l1igl1, tl1is method ,viii not \VOrk. Tl1e deci sio11 
0 •• 

in the encoder sliould be very careful. For explaining tl1e procedure of 110\v to n1ake dec1s1ons, \.Ve 

define { C(i ,j ), i,j = O, J , .. . , N - I } to be the pixels of tt1e current block and { P(i,JJ, iJj = .~' I, . . . , 
N - I} to be the pixels in ·the search window in tl1e previous frarne. The sun1 of absolute d1lf eren.ce 

(SAD) is calculated as 

N~l N- 1 

r r C(i,j)- P(i,j)I-T 
i= O j=O 
N- 1 N- 1 

I, I,lc(i,j)- P(i + ~r,j + .>1)1 
i = O j=O 

if ( -~, )') = ( 0, 0) 

(18.1) 

otl1envise, 

\vhere {x, ).,) is the pixel wilhin the range of searcl1.in·g ,vin.do\v, and T is a positive constant. The 

following steps then n1ake tl1e decision: 
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Step l: To find SAD 16(MVx, MVv); 
• 

Step 2: To find SAD8(MV1.c, MVl y), SADs(MV2x, lv!V2y) , SAD 8(MV3 _1, , MV3 y), and 
SAD8(MV4x, MV4,.); 

• 

Step 3: If 
4 

~ SAD .. (Mv , MV ) < SAD,(i (Mv, MV )- 128, L.J a LC I)' l .\ J' 

i=I 

then choose 8 x 8 prediction; otherwise, choose 16 x 16 prediction. 

If the 8 x 8 prediction is chosen, there are four n1oti,on vectors for the four 8 X 8 lu,minance 
blocks that \viii be transmitted. The motion vector for the two cl1rominance bl,ocks is then obtained 
by taking an average of these four motion vectors and dividing the average value by a factor of 
t\vo. Since each motion vector for the 8 x 8 luminance block l1as l1al f-pixel accuracy, the motion 
vector for the chrominance block m,ay have a sixteenth pixel accuracy. 

18.3.2.2 Overlapped Mo,tion Compensation 

This kind of n1otion compensation is always used for tl1e case of four 8 x 8 blocks. The case of 
one motion vector fo,r a 16 x 16 block can be considered as having four ident ica l 8 x 8 motion ..... 

vectors, each for an 8 x 8 block. Each pixel in an 8 x 8 of the best-matched luminan ce block is a 
weighted sum of three prediction values s.pecified in the followi11g equati on: 

p'(i, J) = (H0 (i,j) · q(i,J) + H, (i, J) · r(i, i) + H2 (i, J) · s(i, J)) /8, ( 18.2) 

\vhere division is with round-off. The. weighting matrices are specified as: 

4 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 2 2 2. ? ? 2 2 2 - -
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 I I ? ? 2 ? 1 J - - -
5 5 6 6 6 6 5 5 I I 1 1 1 l I I 

s 5 6 6 6 6 5 5 l 1 I I I 1 I I 
H = H = ' 

and 
0 • 5 5 6 6, 6 6 5 5 I I I 1 1 J I I I 

5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 I l ) I J ) I J 

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 I [ 2 2 2 ? - I 1 

4 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ? -

2 ) ) 1 l I I ? -
2 2 I I I l 2 2 

2 ,') ·- I I I I 2 2 
., - 2 I I I I 2 2 

H = 
2 

2 2 I I I l 2 2 

2 2 I I I I ? - 2 

2 2 J I I J 2 2 

2 I 1 I ) I I 2 

It is noted t.hat H0(i,j) + H 1(i,J) + H2(i,j);: 8 for all possible (i,J). The value of q(i,j), r(i,J), and 
s(i,J) are the value~ of the pixels in the previous frame at the locations, 
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q(i,j) = p(i + M~ 0 .j + M~~), 

1·( i, ) ) = P( i + M ~1
, j + M ~~), 

s(i,j) = p(i + M~r1 ,j + M~~), 

409 

( 18.3) 

:vhere (M~ c0, M~ ?) is the motion ~ector of the current 8 x 8 luminance block p(i,j), (MV,/, M~ .1 ) 

1s tl1e motion vector of the block e1tl1er above (for j = 0, 1,2,3) or belo\v (for j = 4,5,6,7) th,e current 
block and (MV.,:, M~ .2 ) is the n1otion vector of the block eitl1er to the left (for i = 0, J ,2,3) or right 
(t'or i = 4,5,6,7) of the current block. T.he overlapped motion compensation can reduce the prediction 
noise at a certain level. 

18.3.3 TEXTURE CODING 

Texture coding is used to code the intra-VOPs and the prediction residual data after motion 
con1pensation. The algorithm for video texture coding is based on the conventional 8 x 8 DCT with 
motion compe11sation. DCT is perforrned for each luminance and chrominance block, where the 
motion compen sation is performed only on the luminance blocks. This algorithm is similar to those 
in H.263 and MPEG -1 as well as MPEG-2. However, MPEG-4 video texture coding has to deal 
with the requirement of object-based coding, which is not included in the other video-coding 
standards . In the following we \viii focus on the new features of tl1e MPEG-4 video coding. These 
new features i11clude the i11tra-DC and AC prediction for I-VOP and P-VOP, the algorithm of motion 
estimation and compe nsation for arbitrary sl1ape VOP, and the strategy of arbitrary shape texture 
coding . The defi11itions of I-VOP, P-VOP, and B-VOP are similar to the I-picture, P-picture, and 
B-picture in Chapter 16 for MPEG-1 and MPEG-2. 

18.3.3.1 lntra .-DC and AC Prediction 

In the intramod e coding, the predictive coding is not only applied on tl1e DC coefficients but also 
the AC coefficients to increc1se the coding efficiency. Tl1e adaptive DC prediction involves the 
select ion of the quantized DC (QDC) value of tl1e immediately left block or the immediately above 
block. Tl1e selection criterion is based on comparison of the horizontal and vertical DC gradients 
around tl1e block to be coded. Figure 18.2 shows the three surrounding blocks ''A," ''B.," and ''C'' 
to the current block ''X'' wl1ose QDC is to be coded where block ''A'', ''B ;'' ano ''C'' are the 
immediately left, immediately left and above, and imn1ediately above block to the ''X," respectively. 
The QDC value of block ''X ," QDCx, is predicted by either the QDC value of block ''A," QDCA, 

B C D 

A X y 
Macro block 

FIGURE 18.2 Previous neigt1boring blocks used in DC prediction. (From ISO/lEC 14496-2 Video Verifi
cation Model V.12, N2552, Dec. 1998. With peani ssion.) 

• 

• 
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or tl1e QDC value of block '~C," QDCc, based on tl1e con1parison of l1orizor1tal and vertica l gradients 
as foJJo\vS: 

• If JQDC A - QDC 8 < QDC13 - QDCc , QDCP = QDCc ~ 
Otl1er,vise QDCP = QDC A. 

( 18.4) 

Tl1e differential DC is then obtained by s·ubtracting the DC pred:ictior1, QDC r, from QDCx. If any 
of block ''A'' ,' B," or ''C'' are outside of the VOP boundary, or t.l1ey do not belong to an i11tracoded 
block, tl1eir QDC \talue are assumed to take a valLte of I 28 (if tl1e pixel is qua11ti2.ed lo 8 bits) for 
con1puting tl1e prediction. Tl1e DC prediction is perforr11ed similarly for tt1e l u n1i 11ar1ce and each 
or tl1e two chrominan ce blocks. 

F'or AC ,coefficient prediction, either coefficients fror11 Ll1e first rovv or tl1e II rst co lumn of a. 
previous coded block are used to predict the cosited (san1e position in the block) coe fficier1ts in 
the current block. 011 a block basis, the same rule for selecring tJ1e be t predic Li\,e direc tio11 (vertica l 
or horizontal direction) for DC coefficie11ts is also used for tl1e AC coef"ficien L prcd ict ior1. A 
difference bet\.veen DC prediction and AC prediction is tl1e issue or qu,1ntizaLion ca'le. All DC 
values are quantized to the 8 bits for all blocks. However, Lhe AC coef f1cie11ts I11ay be quantized 
b)1 the different quantization scales ro.r the different blocks. To con1pensate for differe11ces in the 
quantization of the blocks used for prediction, scaling of prediction coet·ficients beco mes 11ecessary. 
The predjction is scaled by tl1e ratio of the cu11·enl quantizaLio11 step size and the quantizntiOl1 step 
size of the block used for predictio,1. In the cases w l1en AC coe fficie 11t predi tio,1 results in a larger 
range of prediction errors as compared \Vith the original signal, it is des irable lo disable lhe AC 
prediction. The decision of AC prediction S\Vitcl1ed on or off is perfor_med 011 a n1acroblock bas is 
instead of a blo.ck basis to avoid excess ive overhead. The dec ision for swi tchi 11g on or off AC 
prediction is based on a comparison of the sum of the absolute values of all AC coefficients to be 
predic:ted in a macrobl ock and that of tl1eir predicted differences. It should be noted that the same 
DC and AC prediction algorithm is used for tl1e intrablocks in the interceded VOP. If any blocks 
u,sed for prediction are not intrablocks, the QDC and QAC values used for predi ction are set Lo 
128 and O for DC and AC prediction, respectively. 

18.3.3.2 Motion Estimation/Compensation of Arbitrarily Shaped VOP 

In previous sections we discussed the general issues of motion eslin1ation (ME ) and moti on 
compe-nsation (MC). Here \Ve are going to discuss the ME and MC for cod ing the texture in the 
arbitrarily shaped YOP. In an arbitrarily shaped VOP, the sl1ape intor n1ation is given by eitl1er binary 
shape information or alpha components of a gray.lev el sl1ape infom1atior1. If the shape informatjon 
is available to both encoder and decoder, three important modificat ions have to be considered for 
the arbitrarily s.haped VOP. The first is for the blocks, whict-1 are loca ted in the border of VOP. For 
these b'oundary blocks, the block.mat ching criterion should be modified. Second, a special padding 
technique is required for the reference VOP. Finally , since lhe YOPs have arbitr ary sl1apes rnther 
than rectangular s.hapes , and the sha.pes change from time to time, an agreement on a coordinate 
system is necessary to ensure the consistency of motion compensation. At tl1e MPEG·4 video, tl1e 
absolute frame coordinate system is use,d for ret·erencing all of the VOPs. At each parti cular time 
instance, a bounding rectangle that includes the shape of that VOP is. defined. The position of upper
left Gorner in the abso)u.te coordinate in the YOP spatial reference is traos1nitted to tl1e decoder. 
Th4s, the motion vector for a particular block inside a VOP is referred to as tl1e displa cement of 
the block in absolute coordinates. 

Actually, the first and second ,modifications are related since the padding of boundary blocks 
will affect the matching of motion estimation. The purpose of padding aims at more accurate blo~k 
marching. In the current algorithm, the repetitive padding is applied to tl1e ret·erence VOP for 
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performi11g n1otion es ti111ation a11d compensation. The repetitive padding process is performed as 
Ll1e followi11g steps: 

Define any pixel outside tl1e object boun9ary as a zero pixel. 
Sca 11 eacJ1 l1orizon t,11 1 i 11e or ~1 block ( one 16 x 16 for luminance and two 8 x 8 for ctiromi

nance). Each sca n li11e is possibly composed of two kinds of line segments: zero segments 
and 11onzero segment. IL is obvious that our task is to pad zero segments. There are t\VO 
kinds of zero seg1nents: ( I) betweer1 an end point of the scan line and the end point of .a 
11onzero seg n1e-nt, a11d (2) bet\veen the end points of two different nonzero segn1ents. In 
tl1e fi rst ·c,1se, all zero pixels are replaced by tl1e pixel value of tl1c e11d pixel of nonzer~ 
seg111cnt· for tJ1c seco r1d kind of zero segn1cnl, all zero pixels take the averaged value or 
the two end pi x.els or the nonzero segments. 

Scan cac l1 vertical line of the block and perform the identical procedure as de.scribed for the 
hor izontal lirie. 

If a ze ro pixel ~s located at the intersection of horizontal and vertical scan lines, this zero 
·pixel takes tJ1c a\1erage of two possible values. 

For ll1e rest of zero pixels, find the closest nonzero pixel on the same l1orizontal scan line 
and tt1e ,1111e vertical sca,1 line (i'f tl1ere is a tie, tt1e nonz.ero pixel on tl1e le.ft or the top 
of the current. pixel is selected). Replace the zero pixel by tl1e average of these l\VO no11zero 
pixe ls. 

For a fas t-n1ovEng VOP, paddir1g is furtl1er extended to the blocks outside the VOP but imme
diately next to tl1e boundary blocks. These blocks are padded by replacing the pixel values of 
adjacent boundary blocks. Thi s exte.nded padding is performed in both l1orizontal and vertical 
directions. Since block 1na tct1ing is replaced by polygon n1atching for tt1e boundary blocks of the 
curre11t VOP, tl1e SAD values are calculated by the n1odified forn1ula: 

N- 1 N-1 

L, L, c(i , J) - p(i, J'.)I · a(i, J)- C 
i=O 1=0 
N- J N-1 

L, L, [c(i,J)- p(i + ~r,j +)')I· a(i,J)- C 
i=O }=0 • 

if (.t, )') = (0, 0); 

(18.5) 

otl1erwise, 

where C = N 8 /2 + 1 and N
8 

is tl1e nu,nber of pixels insjde the VOP and in tl1is block and a(i,j) is 
the alpha com,ponent specifying the sl1ape infom1ation, and it is not equal to zero here. 

18.3.3.3 Texture Coding of Arbitrarily Shaped VOP 

During encodin g the VOP is represented by a bounding rectangle tl1at is formed to contain tl1e 
video object con1pletely but witli n1i11in1um number of macroblocks in it, as sho\vn i11 Figure J 8.3. 
The detailed procedure of VOP rectangle formation is given 'in IvlPEG-4 video YM (ISO/IEC , 
1998b). 

Tl1ere are three types of macroblocks in the VOP \vith arbitrary sl1ape: the n1acroblocks tl1a~ 
are compl etely located inside of the VOP, the macr9bl9cks that are located along the boundary of 
the YOP, and the niacroblo cks outside of tl1e boundary. For the first ki11d of 1nacroblock, tl1ere is 
no need for any particular modified tecl1nique to code them and .just _use of n~rrnal D~T '-vith 
entropy coding of qua11tized OCT coefficients such as coding algortlhm 1n 1:.263 rs s~ffic1e~t. The 
second kind of 1nacroblocks, which are located along the bour1d,1ry, co11ta1ns t\VO k1nds of 8 x 8 
blocks: tl1e blocks lie along tile boundary of VOP and the blocks do r1ot belong to the arbitrary 
shape bur lie i.nside the rectangular boundirig box of the VOP. The second kind of blocks are referred 
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----Bounding box 

---- Video obje ct plane 

Boundary 
macro block 

FIGURE 18.3 A VQP is represented by a bounding rectangul ar box. 

to as transparent blocks. For those 8 x 8 blocks that do lie along tJ1e boL111dary of VOP, there are 
rn,o different methods tl1at have been proposed: low-pass extrapolation (LPE ) padding and hape
adapt ive DCT (SA-DCT) . All blocks in the macroblock outside O'f bounda ry are aJ o referred to 
as transparent blocks . The tran.sparent blocks are skjpped and not coded ~it al I. 

I. Low-pa ss extrapolation padding technique: This block-padding techniqu e i app lied to 
intracoded blocks, which are not located con1pletely within. the object boundary . To 
perform this padding technique we first assign the mean value of tl10 e pix.el that are 
located i11 the object boundary (both inside and outside) to eacl1 l)ixel out ide tl1e object 
boundary . Then an average operation is applied to each pixel JJ(i. j) outside the object 
boundary starting from tl1e upper-left comer of the bl.ock ar1d proceeding ro\v by ro\.v to 
the lower-right comer pixel: 

JJ(i,J) = [p(i,j-1) + p(i-1 ,J) + p(i,j + 1) + p(i + l J)]/ 4. ( 18.6) 

lf one or more of the four pixels used ·for filtering are outside of the block, the co,rre
sponding pix.els are not considered for the average operation and the factor ~ is n1odified 
accordingly . 

2. SA-DCT: The shape-adaptive DCT is only .applied to those 8 x 8 block that are located 
on the object boundary of an arbitrarily shaped VOP. The idea of the SA-DCT is to apply 
1-,D DCT transformation vertically and horizontally according to the nu,nber of active 
pixels in the row and, column of the block, respectively. The size of each vertical DCT 
is the same as the number of active pixels in each column. After ve1tical DCT is perfor 111ed 
for all columns with at least one attjve pixel , the· coefficients of the vertical DCTs with 
the same ·frequency index are lined up in a row. The DC coefficients of all vertical DCT s 
are lined up in the first row, the first-order vertical DCT coefficients are lined up in the 
second row, and so oo. After that, horizontal D.CT is applied to each row,. As the same 
as for the verticaJ DCT, the size of each horizontal OCT is the same as the number of 
vertical bCT coefficients lined up in the particular row. The final coefficients of SA
DCT are concentrated into the ·upper-l~ft corner of the block. This procedure is sho\vn 
in the Figure 18.4. 

The fi,nal num,b.er of the SA-DCT coefficients is, identical to the nu1nber of active pixel s of the 
image. SiJilce the shape information is transmitted to the decoder, the decoder can perform the 
inverse shape.-adapted DCT to reconstruct the pixels. The regular zigzag scan is modified so t~at 
the nonactive coefficient IQcations are neglected when counting the runs for the run-length cod ing 
of the SA-DCT coe,fficients. It is obvious that for a block with all 8 x 8 active pix~els, the SA-DCT 
becomes a regular 8 x 8 DCT and the scanning of the coefficients is identical to the zigzag ~can. 
All SA-DCT coefficients are quantized and coded in the same way as the regular DCT coefficients 
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FIG OR'E 18.4 lllu strali on of SA-OCT. (From 1SO/JEC 14496-2 Video Verification Model V.12, N2552, 
Dec. 1998. Witl1 p.crm ission.) 

employing ll1e sa111c c1ua11tizers and VLC code tables. Tt1e SA-DCT is not included in MPEG-4 
video vers io11 I. but it is being co.nsidered for inclusion into versi·o11 2. 

18.3.4 SHAPE C ODING 

Sl1ape i11form~1tion or the nrbitrarily shaped ,objects is very useful not only in the field of image 
analys·is, compule r visio,1, and graphics1 but also in object-based video coding . :tvlPEG-4 video 
coding is Ll1c n rsl to make ar1 effort to provide a standardized approacl1 to compress the sl1ape 
inforn1atio11 of objec ts and cont,1i11 the con1pressed results within a video bitstream. ln tl1e current 
MPEG-4 video coding star1dard, the video data can be coded on an object basis. The information 
in tl1e video signal is decon1posed to sl1ape, texture., and r11otion. This inforn1ation is tl1en coded 
and transn1itted will1i11 the bitstream. Tl1e sl1ape i.r1formation is provided in binary fbr1nat or gray 
scale forn1nt. Tl1e binar)' fom1at of shape infon11ation consists of a pixel mapj wl1ict1 is generally 
tl1e same size as the bour1ding box or tl1e c·orresponding VOP. Eacl1 pixel takes on one of two 
possib le values indicating wl1ether it is located \.vitJ1in tl1e video object or not. The gray scale forn1at 
is similar to the bi11ary forn1at with tl1e additional feature that eacl1 pixel can take on a range of 
values, i.e., tin1es an (llpha value. Alpha typically has a nom1alized value of O lo 1. The alpha value 
can be used. to blend two in1ages on a pixel-by-pixel basis in this \vay: ne\.v pixel = (alpl1a)(pixel A 
color) + ( l - alpha)(pixel B color). 

Now let us discuss ho\.v to code tl1e sl1ape inforn1aLion. As V11e n1entioned, tl1e sl1ape infor111ation 
is classified as bi nary sl1ape or gra)' scale sl1ape. BoLh binary and gray sca1e shapes are referred to 
as an alpha pl,1ne. The alpha plane defines the transparency of an object . ·Multilevel alpha maps 
are frequ·ently used to blend d.iffere11t in1ages. A binary alpha n1ap .defines \vl1etl1er or not a pixel 
belo11gs to an object. The binary alpha planes are encoded by n1odified content-based arithn1etic 
encoding (CAE ), \.vl1i)e the gray scale alpha planes are encoded by motion-con1pensated DCT 
coding, wl1ich is similar to texture coding. For binary shape coding, a rectangu1ar box enclosing 
the arbitra rily shaped VOP is forn.1ed as sho\vn in Figure 18.3. Tl1e bounded rectangle box is then 
extended in both vertical and horizontal directions on the rigl1t-bottom side to the multiple of 
16 x J 6 blocks. Each 16 x 16 block witf1in the rectangular box is referred to as binary al.pt1a block 
(BAB). Each BAB is associated witl1 colocated macroblock. Tl1e BAB ca11 be classified as three 
types: transparent block, opaque block, a11d a]·pl1a or shape block. Tl1e transparent block does not 
contain any i,n formation about an object. Tl1e opaque block is entirely located i11side . tl1e object. 
The alpha or shape block is located .in tl1e area of tt1e object bour1dary; i.e., a part of block is inside 
of object and the rest of block is in background. The valtie of pixels in tl1e transparent region is 
zero. For shape coding , the type inforn1atio11 will be included in lhe bitstrean1 a11d signaled to the 
decoder as a macrobJock type. But only the alpt1a blocks need to be processed by tl1e encoder a11d 
decoder. Tl1e methods used for eacJ1 sJ1ape for111at contain several encodi11g n1odes. For exa111ple, 
the binary shape ir1forrpation can be e11c.oded using eitl1er a11 intra- or i nterrnode. Each of these 
modes can be further divided j11to lossy and lossless options. Gray sca le sl1ape jt1forn1ation also 
contains intra- ·and inlermodes; however; only a lossy option is used. 
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Cg Cs C7 

c6 Cs C4 C3 C2 

C1 Co X 

FIGUR"E 18.S Template for defini11g the context of the pixel , X. to be coded in i11tran1ode. (From 1SO/ IEC 
14496-2 Video Verification ~1odel V.12, N2552, Dec. 1998. With per,nission.) 

18.3.4.1 Binary Shape Coding with CAE Algorithm 

As n1entio11ed previously, tl1e CAE is used lo code eacl1 binary pixel of the BAB. For a P-VOP, 
tl1e BAB 111ay be encoded in. i11tra-or i11termode. Pixels are coded i11 sc,111-line order, i.e., ro\v by 
rO\V for botl1 in.odes. The process for coding a given pixel i11cludes three sleps: ( 1) coTnpute a 
context number, (2) index a probability table using tl1e context 11ur11ber a11d (3) use tl1e indexed 
probability to drive an aritl11netic encoder . . In intramode, ,1 te1nplate or IO pjxels is used to define 
the c;ausal context for predicting tl1e sl1ape value ol' tl1e cu1Te11t pixel a l1ovvn in Figu1·e 18.5. For 
the pixels· in the top and left bot1nd.ary of the current n1atroblock, tl1e template of causa l context 
\Viii contain, the pixels of the already transmitted macroblocks on the Lop ancl on the left side of 
the current macroblock. For tlJe t\vo right111ost colun1ns of tl1e VOP, encl1 undefined pixel such as 
C7, C3., ,and C2, of the context is set to tl1e v,1lue o·f its closest ne-igl1bor inside the n1acrob lock, i.e., 
~ will take the value of C8 and C3 and ~ will take tl1e value of C~. 

A 10-bit conte-xt is calculated for each pixel, X as 

9 

C= L,ck .2k. 
k--0 

( 18.7) 

This causal context is used to predjct the st1ape \'al ue o-t· the cu1Te11t pixel. For encod ing tl1e scare 
transition, a context-based a.ritl11netic encoder is used. The probabi Ii ty table of tl1e ari thn1et ic encoder 
for the 1024 contexts was derived from sequences lhat are outside of the test set. Two bytes are 
allocated to describe the symbol probability for each context; tl1e table size is 2048 bytes. To 
inerease codin.g efficiency and rate control, the algorithm allo_ws lossy sl1ape coding. In lossy sh.ape 
coding a macroblock can be down-sampled by a factor of two or four resulting in a subblock of 
s.ize 8 x 8 pixels or 4 x 4 pixels, re.spectively. The subblock is then encoded using the sa1ne method 
.a.s for ful]-sjze block. The down-sampling factor is included in the encoded bitstrean1 and tl1en 
transmitted to the decoder. The decoder decodes the shape data and tl1e11 up-samples tl1e decoded 
subblock to full macrobfock size according to the do-wn-samplin'g factor. Obviou sly, it is -n1ore 
efficient to code shape ·using a high down-sampli·ng factor, but the coding errors 111ay occur in the 
decoded shape after up-sampling. However, in tl1e case of low-bit-rate codjng, lossy shape coding 
·may be neee.ssary since the bit budget may nol be enough for lossless shape coding. Depending 
on the up-sampling filter, the decoded s,hape can look ·som·e\¥hat blocky. Several up-sa111pling filters 
were investigated. The best-perfor111ing filter in te1 ins. of .su_bjective picture quality is an adaptive 
Aonlinear up-samJ)ling filter. It should be noted that the coding efficiency :of shape coding also 
depend ,s on the orientatipn of the shape data. Therefore, the encoder can choose to .code tt1e bJoc.k 
as desGJ:ibed above or transpose the rnacroblock prior to arithmetic coding. Of c-ourse, the transpose 
inforination has ro be sign_aled to the decoder. 

For s}iape coding in a P-VOP or B-VOP, the inlet 111ode 111ay be used to exploit the ten1poral 
redundancy in the shape information with motion compensation. For .motion compensation, a 2-D 
integer p'xeJ motion. vector i~ estimated using full search for ea.ch macroblock .ifl order to minimize 
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FIGURE ~8.6 T~mplate for defining lhe context of the pixel, X, to be. coded in intermod e. (From ISO/IEC 
14496-2 Vid eo Verifi cation M odel , N2552, D ec. 199·8. With permission.) 

t~1e pred.ic~io11 error belwee·n the previousJy coded VOP sl1ape and tl1e current VOP shape. Tl1e 
sf1a~e mot ion vectors are pre.dictively encoded with respect to Ll1e sl1ape motion vectors of ne.igh
bor1ng n1acrobl ocks. If no sl1ape 111o'lion vector is available, te.xture motion vectors are used as 
predictor s. Tl1e ten1plate for inte1111ode differs from the one used for intramode. The inter111ode 
ter11plate contains 9> pixels aJ11ong \.vhicl~ 5 pixels are located in the previous f~an1e and 4 are the 
cun·ent r1eig l1bors as sl1ovvn in Figure 18.6. 

Th.e intern1ode te1nplate defines a co11text of 9 pixels. Accordingly, a 9-bit context or 512 
contex ts, can be co111puted in a si111ilar way to Equati0n 18.7: 

8 

C = L CJ.: · 2/.: . ( 18.8) 
k=O 

The probability for one syn1b.o] is also described by 2 bytes giving a probability table size of 
1024 byte s. Tl1e idea of lossy coding can also be applied lo tl1e inter111ode S'l1ape coding by do\vn
san1pJing the original BABs. For i11ter111ode sl1ape coding, tl1e total bits for coding the sl1ape consist 
of two parts, 011e part for cod.ing n1otmon vectors and another for prediction residue. Tl1e encoder 
may dec ide tl1at the shape repres.entation acl1ieved by ju st using 1notion vectors is sufficient; thus 
bits for coding lhe -prediction error can be saved. Actually, tl1ere are seven modes to c-ode the shape 
information of each macrob lock: ( J) transparent, (2) opaque, (3) intra, inter ( 4) \Vi.tl1 and (5) ,vitl10ut 
shape n1otion vectors, and inter (6) will1 and (7) \Vitl1out sl1ape n1otion vectors and prediction error 
coding . Tl1ese difJ~erent options with optional down-sampling a11d transposition .allo\v for encoder 
implen1entations of different coding efficie11cy a·nd ir11plen1entation complexity . Again , this is a 
probler11 of encoder optin1ization, wI1icl1 does not belor1g Lo the standard. 

18.3.4.2 Gray Scale Shape Coding 

The gray scale sl1ape inforn1atio11 is encoded by separately e11coding the sl1ape .and tra11sparency 
inforn1aLion as sl1own in Figure 18. 7. For a transpai'enl object, the s·hape infor1natio11 is referred to 
as tl1e support function and is encoded using the binary shape-coding n1ethod. The transparency 
or alpha , values are treated as tl1e texture of luminance ar1d encoded using padd·ing, n1otion com
pen sation, and tl1e same 8 x 8 block DCT approach for tl1e texture codi11g. For a11 object witl1 
varying alpl1a maps., shape infor1natio11 is encoded in two steps. Tl1e boundary of tl1e object is first 
losslessly encode d as a binary shape, and then the actu·a1 alpha 111ap is encoded as te.xture codi11g. 

Tlie bi11ary sl1ape coding allows 011e to describe objects ,v.itl1 constant tra11sparency, while gray 
scale sl1ape coding can be used to describe o.bjects \Vitl1 arbiLrary transparency, providing for more 
flexibility for image coinposilio11. One .applicati011 exan1ple is a gray scale alpl1a sl1ape that cons ists 
o.f a binacy alpha shape witlJ the value around tl1e edges tape.red from 255 to O to provide t·or a 
smooth composition with the background. The description of each video object layer includes the 
information to give instruction for select ing one of six modes for feathering. These s'ix mod,es 
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FIGURE. 18~7 Gray scale sl1ape codi11g. 

include (I) no effects, (2) linear feathering, (3) constant alplia, (4) Ii near f eatl1eri ng and constant 
alpha_, (5) feathering filter, and (6) feathering filter and co.r1stant alpl1a. The detailed description of 
the function of these modes are given in tl1e reference of version 12 (1SO/IEC, 1998b). 

18.3 .5 SPRITE CODING 

As mentioned previously, MPEG-4 video has investigated ,1 number or r1e\v tools , v\1l1ich attempt 
lo improve 1l1e coding efficiency at lo\¥ bit rates cornpared witl1 MPEG- 1 /2 video coding. Among 
these cools, s_prite coding is an effioient technology lo reacl1 this goal. A sprite is a speciall)1 

composed, video object tl1at is ,,isible througl1out ar1 er1tire piece of video seque11ce. For example, 
th.e sprite generated from a panning sequ.ence contains all the visible pixels o·f tl1e background 
throughout the video sequence. Portions of the background may not be seer1 i11 certain frarnes due 
to the occlusion of tl1e foreground objects o,r the ca111era motion. This particular exa n1ple is one of 
the static sprites. In other words, a static sprite is a possible still image. Si11ce tl'1e sprite contains 
all visible background scenes of a segment video sequence where tl1e cl1anges witt1in the background 
content are mainly caused by camera parameters, the sprite can be used for direct reco11struction 
of the background VOPs or as the p,rediction of the background V·OPs withi11 the video segment. 
The sprite-coding tecl1nology first efficiently tra11s111its this backgrotrnd to the rece iver and then 
stores it in a frame at both encoder and decode-r. Tl1e ca1nera pararneters are tl1en transmitted to 
the decoder for each .frame so that the appropriate part of the background scene can be either used 
as the direct reconstruction or as the predietion of the background VOP. Both cases can sigr1ificantly 
save th'e co.ding bits and increase the coding efficienc·y. There are two types of sprites, static sprite 
and dynamic sprite, which are being considered as coding tools for MPEG-4 video. A s,tatic sprite 
is used for a video sequence in wl1ich the objects in a scene can be separated into foreground 
objects and a static background. A static sprite is a special VOP, which is generated by copying 
th,e background from a video sequence. Tbi~ copying includes the appropriate warping and cropping. 
Therefore, a static sprite is always built off-line. In contrast, a dynan,ic sprite is dynamica lly built 
.du.ring the predictive coding. It can be built eitfier online or off-line. Tl1e static sprite has sho"vn 
significant coding gain over existing compression technology for certain video sequences. Tlie 
dynamic sprite is more complicated in tlie real-titne application due to the difficulty of u.pdating 
the sprite durin.g the coding. Therefore, the dynamic sprite has not been adopted by version l of 
the, standard. Addition.ally, botl1 sprites are n·ot easily applied to the generic sce11e conte r1t. Also, 

• 

lhere is anotfier .kind o_f classification of sprite co.ding according to the method of sprite generat1~n, 
namel 1:Y, off-line and online sprites. Oft~-line is always used f'or static sprite ge·neration. Off-1.~ne 
sprites are welJ suited for synthetic 0bjects and objects that mostly undergo rigid motion. On1Jne 
spirites are onl~ used for dynamic sp·rites. Online sprites provide a no-latency solution in the _case 
of natural sprite objects. Off-line dynamic sprites prov:iae an enhanced predictive coding envtron
rnent. The sprite is built wit_h a similar way in botli off.:Jine aTid on.line methods. In particular? tlle 
same globa] motion e'stimation alg0rithm is exploited. Tl1e differen·ee is that the off-line sprite is 

I 
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FIGURE 18 .. 8 Bi ock dj agram of encoder of \vavelet-based texture coding, DWT stands fo r discrete \Vavelet 
transfo rm . 

built before starting the encoding process while, in lh.e online sprite case, both the encod.er and the 
decoder build tl1e san1e sprite fron1 reconstructed VOPs. This is why the online dynarnic sprites 
are more co·mplicatcd in tl1e in1plementation. The Online sprite is not included in version 1, and 
vvill rnost likely not be considered for version 2 either. In sprite coding, the chrominance components 
are pro cesse d in the same way as the lurn inance con1ponents, \Vitl1 tl1e properly sca led parameters 
according to Lt1e video format. 

18.3.6 INT ERLACED VID EO C OOIN G 

Since June of 1997, MPEG-4 has extended its appl.ication to support interlaced video. Interlaced 
video consist ot· t \-\'O fields per fran1e, which are, referred to as tl1e even field and tl1e odd field. 
MPEG -2 l1as a number of tools, \vhich are used to deal with field structure of v.ideo signals. TJ1ese 
tools include fran1c/ field-adaptive DCT coding and frame/field-adaptive 1notion con1pensation. 
Ho\vever, tl1e field issue in MPEG-4 l1as to be considered on a VOP basis instead of tl1e conventional 
fra111·e bas.is. Whe11 field-based motion con1pensation is specified, l\ VO field motion vectors and tl1e 
correspor1di11g refe rence fields are used Lo generate the prediction fron1 eacl1 reference VOP. Shape 
i11forma tion t1as to be considered in the interlaced video for MPEG- 4. 

18.3.7 W AVELET-BASED TEXTURE CODING 

1n MPEG -4 there is a texture-coding n1ode which is used lo c"ode the texture or still ima,ge such 
as in JPEG . The basic tecJ111ique used in this n1ode is wavelet-based transform codir1g. Tl1e reason 
for adopting wavelet transform instead of DCT for still texture coding is not only its high codi11g 
efficiency, but also because the wavelet can provide excellent scalabili ty, both spatial scalability 
and SNR scalability. Sir1ce the principle of wavelet-based transform coding for in1age con1pression 
has been explained in Chapter 8, we ju st briefly describe the coding procedure of this 111ode. The 
block diagram of the encoder is shown in Figure 18.8. 

18.3.7 .1 Decomposition of the Texture 1·nfor ,mation 

The texture or still imaoe is firsl dec,omposed into bands using a bank of analysis filter.s. Th is 
decomposition car1 be a;pl ied recursively on tl1e obtained bands to yield a decomposition tree of 
subbands. An example of deco1nposition to deplt1 2 is sho\vn in Figt1re 18.9. 
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FIGURE is ·.9 A11 cxa,nple, of \Vavelet decon1position of depth 2. 
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FIGURE 18.10 Adaptive DPCM coding of tl1e coefficie11ts in the Jo .. vest bar1d. 

18.3.7 .2 Quantiz ·a"tion of Wavelet Coefficients 

After decon1position, the coefficients of tl1e lowest band are coded independently of tl1e other bands. 
These coefficients are quantized using a uniform 1nidriser quantizer. Tl1e coei·ficients of 11igh bands 
are quantized with a mu.ltilevel quantization . The 111ultileve] quantizatior1 provides a very flexible 
approach to support the correct tra·de-off between levels and type or scalabi lity, complexity , and 
codi-n,g efficiency for any application . All qua11tizers for tt1e l1igl1er bands are u11i forn1 rnidrise 
quantizers with a dead zone that is t\vice the quantizer step siz.e. The levels and quantiza tion steps 
are dete11nined by the encoder · and specified in the bitstream. To achieve scalabi lity, a bi-level 
quantization scl1eme is used for all n1ult:iple quantizers. This quant izer is also u11ifonn and midrise 
with a d.ead zone that is twice the quantization step. The coefficients outside of tl1e dead zone are 
quantized to l bit. The num.ber of quantizers is equal to the rhaxin1urn number of bit planes in the 
wavelet transfo1111 representation. In this bi-level qua11tizer, the n1aximum numb er of bit planes 
instead of a quantization step size is specified i·n the bitstream .. 

18.3.7 .3 Coding of Wavef et Coefficients of Low-Low Band and Other Bands 

The quantized coefficients at the lo,vest band are DPCM coded. Each of the current coeffic ients is 
predicted from three other quantized coefficients in its neighborhood in a \Vay sho\vn in Figure 18.10. 

The coefficients in high bands are coded with the zerotree algorithm (Sl1apiro, 1993), \Vhich 
has been discussed in Chapter 8. 

18.3.7 .4 Ad,aptive Arithmetic Coder 

The ql:lantized Goefficient~ and the symbols generated by t.he zerotree are coded using an adaptive 
arithm.etic cod.er. In the arithmetic coder three djfferent tables which correspo nd to the different 
st~tistical models have been utilized. The method used here is very similar to one in Ch apter 8. 
Furth·er detail can be found in MPEG-4 (ISO/IEC, 1998a). 

18.3~8 GENERALIZED SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL SCALABILITY 

The scalability framework is referred to as generalized scalability that includes the spatial and the 
temporal scalability s.imjlar to MPEG-2 . The major ·diffe.rence is that MPEG-4 extends the concept 
of s~alability to be content based. This unique functionality allows MPEG-4 to be able to resolve 
objects into differe.nt VO.Ps . . By using the multiple VOP structure, different resolution enhancement 
can be applied to differe.nt po,rtions of a video scene.~ TJ1erefore, the enhancement layer rnay only 
be applied to a particular object or region of the base layer instead of to the entire base layer. This 
is a feature tnat MPEG-2 does not have. 

In spatial scalability, the base layer and the enhancement layer can have differeht spatial 
resolutions. Toe b.ase-layer VGPs are encoded .in th.e same w.ay as the non.scalable encoding 
techn:iEJ1:1e deseribed prev"iousl¥. The VOP~ jn th·e enhancement lay·er are encoded as I?-VOPs or 
B-VOPs., as shown -in Figure J 8.11. The current VOP in the enhancement layer can be predicted 
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FIGURE 18.11 Illustration of spatial scalability. 
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FIGUR.E 18.12 An exan1ple of temporal scalability. (From I'SO/IEC 14496-2 Video Verification Model Y.12, 
N2552, Dec. 1998. With per,nission.) 

f rorn either the up-samp led base I.ayer VOP or the previously decoded VOP at the same layer as 
\veil as both 01~ then1. The down-sanipling and up-sampling processing in spatial scalability is not 
a part of the standard and can be defined by the user. 

In temporal scalability, a subsequence of subsatnpled VOP i11 tl1e tin1e domain is coded as a base 
layer. The remaining VOPs can be coded as enhancement layers. In thjs \Vay, the frame rate of a . 
selected object can be enhanced so that it has a smoother motion than other objects. An e·xan1p'le of 
temporal scalability is illustrated in Figure I 8. J 2. Ia Figure 18.12, the VOL0 is the entire fra1ne \itJith 
both an object and a background, wl1ile VOL1 is a particular object in VOL0 • VOL0 is encoded \Vith 
a 1ow frame rate and VOL

1 
is the enhancement layer. The high fran.1e rate can be reached for the 

particular object by combining. the decoded data tron1 both the base layer and the enhancen1ent layer. 
Of course, t11e B-VOP is also used ir1 temporal scalability for coding rhe enhancement layer, \Vhicl1 
• 

.is another type of temporal scalability. As i11 spatial scalability, tl1e enhancement layer can be used 
to improve either the entire base 'layer ·fran1e resolution or only .a portion of the base layer resolution. 

18.3. 9 ERROR RESILIENCE 

!he MPEG -4 visual coding standard provides error robustness and resilience to allow access ot· 
image and video data over a wide range of storage and transrnission media. The e:rro·r resilience 
tool development effort is divided into three n1ajor areas, wl1icl1 include resy11chro11ization, data 
recovery, and error concea.l'n1er1t. As with other coding standards, MPEG-4 ma,kes heavy use of 
variable-length ,cod.i11g to reach l1igl1 coding performance. Ho\vever, if even 1 bit is lost or damaged, 
the entire bitstream becomes undecodable du.e to loss of syncll'ronization. Tl1e resynchronization 
tools attempt to enable resyncl1ronization between tl1e.decoder and t.l1e bitstream after a tran.s111issjon 
'error or errors have been d.etected. Generally, tl1e dat~f betwe·en tl1e synchronization point .Prior to 
the er.ror and the first point, wJ1ere synchronization is ree:stablisl1ed,. are discarded. The purpos:e crf 
resynchronizati0n is to loc·alize effectively tl1.e amount of dat~ discarded by tl1e decoder; tl1e1) tl1e 

• 
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otl1er methods sucl1 as error concealment ca11 be used to conceal the dan1aged, areas of a decoded 
pjoture. Currently , the resyn cl1ronization approach adopted by MPEG -4 is re ferred to as a packet 
approach . Tl1is approach js similar to tl1e group ot' block (GOB ) structure used in H .26 1 and H .263 . 
In the GOB structure, the GOB conta.ins a start code, vvl1icl1 provides tl1e locat ion information of 
tl1e GOB . MPEG-4 adqpted a similar approa cl1 in \Vhich a resynchronization rn arker is per iodically 
inserted into the bitstrea1n at tl1e particular macroblock locatior1s. The resyncl1ronization marker is 
used to indicate tl1e start of new video packet. Tl1is marker is disti11guisl1ed fro111 all possible YLC 
codewords as well as the VOP start code. The packet l1eader information is then provided at the 
start of a video packet. The header contains the i11forn1atio11 r1ecessary to re tart the dec oding 
proces s. This include s the macroblock number of the first macroblock co ntained in this packet and 
the quantization parameter necessary to decode tl1e first macroblock. The 111acrobloc k number 
provide s the necessary spatial rcsyncl1ronization \Vhi le the q uan tizati on par,1n1eter al lows the di f
ferential decoding process to be resynchronized. It should be noted that \Vhen en·or resjlie nce is 
used witl1in MPEG-4, so.me of t}1e compress ior1 efticie11cy tools 11eed to be n1odifiecl. For exa mple, 
all predictively encoded inforn1ation n1ust be cor1tained witl1ir1 a video pttcket to avoid error 
propagation. In conjunction witl1 the video packet appro,1ch to resyr1cl1.ron i zal io,1, M PEG- 4 has also 
adopted a fixed-interval S)1r1chronization method \.vl1ich requ ires that VOP start-codes and resyn
chroni ,zation n1arkers appear only at legal fixed-interval locations in tl1e bitstream. Tl1is \viii help 
to avoid the problem s assoc iated with stare-code emulation. In thi case, v l1en fixed-in terval 
synchronization is utilized, the decoder is only required to earch for a YOP tart-code at the 
beginning of each fixed interval . The fixed-interval synchronization method extend this approach 
to any predete1111ined inten ral. 

• 

After resynchronization is reestablished, the maj or problem is recovc 1-ing lost dat a. A ne\v tool 
called reversible variable-length codes (RVLC) is develOJJed for the purpose or data recovery. In 
this approach, the variable-len gth codes are designed sucl1 that the codes ca n be read both in tl1e 
forward and tl1e reverse ·directi on. An exampl e of such a code includes code\vords like 111, IO I , 
010. All these codew ords can be read reversibly. However, it is obvious that tl1is appr oach \vill 
reduce the coding efficiency that is achieved by the entropy coder. Therefore 1 this appr oach is used 
only in the cases \Vhere error res i 1 ience is important. 

Error conceatment is an i1nportant component of any e1Tor-robust video coding. The error
concealment strategy is highly dep~ndent on the performance of the resy11cl1ro11izarion techniqu e. 
Basically, if the resynchronizati on method can efficiently localize the damaged da ta area, the error 
concealment strategy become s much more tractable. Error co ncea ln1ent is actually a decoder issue 
if there ,is no additional info1111ation provided by the encoder. There are many approaches to error 
co·nceaJment, which are referred to in Chapter 17. 

18.4 MPEG-4 VISUAL BITSTREAM SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS 

The common feature of MPEG -4 and MPEG-1/MPEG-2 is Lhe layered structure of tJ1e bitstream. 
MPEG-4 defines a syntactic description language to describe the exact binary syntax of an audio
visual object bitstre·am, as well as that o.f the scene description inforrnation. This provides a 
consistent and uniform way to describe the syntax in a very precise form, while at the same time 
simplifying bitstream compliance testing. The visual syntax hierarchy includes the following layers : 

• Video session (VS) 
• Vitleo object (VO) 
• Video object layer (VOL) or texture object layer (TOL) 
• Group of video object plane CG©V) 
• Video object, plane (VOP) 

A typical video syntax hierarchy is sl1own in Figure 18. J 3. 
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FIGURE 18.13 MPEG-4 video syntax l1ierarchy. 

. Tl1e vi~eo sess ior1 (VS) is the higl1est syntactic structure ·of the coded video bitstream. A VS 
1s a co llecr1on of one or r11ore VOs. A VO can consist of one or more layers. Since MPEG-4 i~ 
ex~ended fro111 video coding to ,,isual codi11g, tl1e type of visual objects not only .includes vid'eo 
ObJects, but also sii 11 lexture objec ts, mesh objects, and face objects. These layers can be either 
\

1ideo or texture. Still texture coding is designed for l1igh-visual-quality applications in transmission 
a11d renderi11g of texture. The still coding algoritl1rn supports a scalable representation of image or 
syntheti c scene data such as luminance, color, and sl1ape. This is very useful for progressi·ve 
transmi ssion of i,nages or 2-0/ 3-D sy11thelic scenes. The images can be gradually built up in the 
tenni11al mo11itor as they are received. Tl1e bit.strean1s for coded mesl1 objects are nonscalable; they 
define the structure and motion of a 2-D mesh. Tl1e texture of the 111esh l1as to be cod·ed as a separate 
video object. The bitstrean1s for face objects are also nonsc·alable; these bitstreams contain the face 
anin1ation parameters. VOs are coded with different types of scalability. Tt1e base layer ca11 be 
decoded i11deper1de11tl y and the enl1a11cement layers can only be decoded ,vith the base layer. [n 
the special case of a sing]e rectangular VO, all of the MPEG-4 layers can be related Lo MPEG-2 
layers. That is, VS is the same as VO since in this case a single VO is a video sequence, VOL or 
TOL is tI1e sa111e as the sequence scalable extension, GOV is like the GOP, and VOP is a video 
frarne. VO sequence may contain one or ,nore VOs coded concurrently. Tl1e VO l1eader infom1ation 
contain s the start code followed by profile and level identification and a VO identification to i11dicate 
the type. of object, whict1 n1ay be a VO, a still texture object, a mesh objecl, or a face object. The 
VO may contain one or more VOLs. In Ll1e VOL, tl1e VO can be coded wilh spatial or ten1poral 
scalability . Also, tl1.e VO may be encoded in several layers from coarse Lo fine resolution. Depending 
on the application need, the decoder can choose the nu111ber of layers to decode. A VO at a specified 
time is called a video object plane (VOP). Thus, a VO contains many VOPs. A scene m·ay contain 
many VOs. Eacl1 VO can be encoded to an independent bilstrean1. A collectio·n of VOPs in a VOL 
is called a group of VOPs (GOV). Tl1is concept corresponds to tl1e group of pictures (GOP) in 
MPEG-1 and MPEG-2. A. VOP is tl1e.n coded by sl1ape coding and texture coding, \Vl1icl1 is specified 
at lower layers of syntax, such as tl1e r11.acroblock and block Ia·yer. The VOP or higher-th·an-VOP 
layer always commences with a start code and is follo\ved by the data of lo'.ver layers, \Vl1icl1 is 
similar to the MPEG-1 and. MPEG-2 syntax. · 

18.5 MPEG-4 VIDEO VERIFICATION MODEL 

Since all video-coding standards define only the bit.strea,n syntax and decoding process, th.e use of 
test models to verify and optimize the algorill1ms is needed during tl1e developn1ent process. For 
this purpose a co1111non platforn1 with a precise definition of er1coding a11d d.ecoding algorithn1s 
has to be provided. The test n1ode] (TM) of MPEG-2 took the abo,,e-mentioned role. The TM of 
MPEG-2 was updated continually from version 1.0 to version 5.0, until the MPEG-2 Video IS 
(International Standard) was con1pleted. MPEG-4 video uses a si111ilar tool during tile developnlent 
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process; tl1is tool in MPEG-4 is called tl1e Verification Model (VM). So far, tl1e TvlPEG -4 video 
VM l1as gradua1'1y e\,olved 1ro111 version 1.0 to version 12 .0 ,1nd i11 ll1e proc.ess l1as addressed an 
jncr:ea$ing nu1nber of desired functior,alities sucl1 a.s co11tent-based scalc.1bility, error resi lience, 
coding efficiency, and so on. Tl1e materia.l preser1ted ir·1 tl1is sectio11 is differe11t fro111 Sectior, 18.3 . 
Section 18.3 presented tl1e tecl111ologies adopted or tl1al will be adopted by MPEG-4 , \vl1ile this 
section pro,1ides an exa:n1ple of 110,v to use tl1e standard, for exa111ple, t10\.V to encode or generate 
tl1e MPEG-4-cornpliant bitstrean1. Of course, the decoder is also included ir1 the VM . 

18.5.1 VOP-BASED ENCODING AND DECODING PROCESS 

Since the n1ost in1portant feature of MPEG-4 is an object-based coding n1etl1od, tl1c ir1put video 
seq·uence is first deco1np.osed into separate VO s, tl1ese VO s are tl1en encode-cl i11to separate b1tstrean1s 
so that the user can access and n1anipulate (cut, paste, etc.) 1l1e video sequer1ce in the bitstream 
domain. Instances of VOs ir1 a given ti111e are called a video object !)la11e (YOP) . Tl1e bitstrea r11 
also contains the con1position inforn1ation 10 indicate ,vl1ere and when cac l1 VOP is to be displayed. 
At th.e decoder, the user n1a)' be allowed 10 change the co111position or tl1e cene displayed by 
interactively cl1a11ging tl1e con1position inforn1ation. 

18.5.2 V1;DEO ENCOD .ER 

For object-based coding, tl1e encoder consists mainly of tvvo p,1rts: the shape coding a11d the tex ture 

coding of the input VOP. Tl1e texture coding is based on tl1e OCT codi ng \vith traditional n1otion
compen sated predicti,,e coding. The VOP is represented by 1n eans of a bou11ding rectangular as 
clescribed previously. Tl1e phase between luminance and chrominance p·ixels or the bounding 
rectangular has to be correctly set to the 4:2:0 form~1t as in M PEG- 1 /2. l "he block diagram of 
encoding structure is shown in Figure 18. 'I 4. 

The core technolog_ies used in VOP coding or MP EG -4 !1,1ve bec11 des,cribed pre\1 iously. Here 
we are going to discuss several encoding issues. Althougl1 these issues are esse ntial to the perfor
lnance and application, they are not dependent on tl1e syntax .. As a result, they are not included as 
norr11ative patts of lhe standard, but are inc.Iuded as informative annexes . 

I 

• 

VOP 

• 

---:VOP of arbitrary shape- -..; 

Shape 
Coding 

Motion 
Estimation 

M<>tion 
Compensation 

j 
Shape information ,i-+-. 
. • 

Motion information 

Frame 
Memory 

Texture 
€oding 

Buffer 

FIGURE 18.14 Block diagram of MPEG-4 video encoder structure. 
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18.5.2.1 Video Segmentation 

Object-based codi11g is Lhe most in1portant feature of MPEG-4 . Tl1erefore, the tool for object 
boundary detec tion or segmentation is a key issue in efficiently performing the object-based coding 
scl1en1e. But tJ1e rnelhod of decor11posi ng a natural scene to several separate objects is not specified 
by tl1e standard sir1ce it is a preprocessing issue. Tl1ere are currently l\V O kinds of algoritl1ms for 
segn1er1tation or video objects. Orie ki11d of algorithn1 is an autor11atic segmentation algorithm. In 
tl1e c,1se or real-ti 111e applications, tl1e segn1en tat ion must be done.automatically. Real-tin1e automatic 
segmentatio11 ,1lgorjtl·1n1 ,1re currer1tly 11ot 111t1.ture. An auton1atic segm.entation algorithm has ·been 
proposed in MPEG96/M9·60 (Colo1111ese and Russo, 1996). Tl1is algoritl1m separates regions cor
respondi ng to n1ovi ng objects fron1 regior1s belonging to a static background for eacl1 frame of a 
video sequence. The algoritl1n1 is based on a motion analysis for eacl1 frame. TI1e n1otion analysis 
is perfonn ed along. several frames to track each pixel of tl1e current fra1ne and to detect \vhetl1er 
the pixel belo11gs to tl1e movi.11g objec ts. 

Anotl1er kind of seg111entation algoritl1n1s is one that is user assisted or '' se111iauton1atic." In 
nor1-real-ti111e app lic~ltio,,s, the semiauton1alic segrnentation may be used effectively and give better 
results th.an tl1e aulo111f1lic segn1entation. In tl1e core experin1ents of MPEG-4, a se1niautor11atic 
seg1n entation algori tl1111 was proposed in MP'EG97/M3 147 (Cl1oi et al., 1997 ) . The block diagran1 
of- the semiauto111atic segn1entation is sl1own in FigLire 18.15. 

Tl1is tecl111ique co11 i, ts or two teps. First, the intrafran1e segmentation is applied to the first 
frar11e, \>Vf1ich is con ·idered as a fran1e that either contains ne\.Yly appeared o.bjects or a reset frame. 
Then the interfrtl111e segrne r1tation is applied to tl1e co11secutive frar11es. For intraframe, the segn1en
tation is processed by a L1ser n1a11ually or ser11iauton1atically. The user uses a graphical user interface 

·(GUI) to draw the boundaries of objects of interest. The user ca11 n1ask the entire objects all the 
way around objec ts using a n1-ouse with a predefined tl1ickness of tl1e li11e (nun1ber of J)ixels). A 
marked swatl1 is cl1e11 acl1ieved by tl1e n1ouse, and tl1is n1arked area is assun1ed to co-ntai11 tl1e object 
boundaries. A boundary-detection algorithm is applied to the marked area to create tl1e real object 
boundaries. For interframe segn1entatio11, ar1 object boundary-tr,1cking algorill1n1 is proposed to 
obtain the object boundaries of tl1e consecutive frames. Al first, the boundary of tl1e previous object 
is extracted and the n1otion estir11ation is perforn1ed on tl1e objecl boundary. Tt1e objec.t boundary 

Input video 

No 

Intra-frame segmentation in initially 
marked region aroun.d object boundary 

by user via GUI 

Inter-frame segmentation by 
object bounq.ary tracking 

Yes 

FIGURE 18.15 Block diagram of a user-assisted VO segrner1t~tion rnetl1Qd. 
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